Vision

Statement

To reduce the financial burden of
healthcare on the public, in
Jamaica.

Mission

Statement
To reduce the financial burden of
healthcare in Jamaica, by
providing funding and
information, selected healthcare
benefits, pharmaceuticals and
medical supplies to the public
sector, through the utilization of
cost efficient and customer
friendly systems.

Statement of

Values

At the National Health Fund, we
are committed to the highest
standards of honesty, integrity
and quality. In discharging our
responsibilities, we will be guided
by the highest moral and ethical
standards and will at all times
demonstrate the highest levels of
professionalism.

National Health Fund

Annual Report 2015-2016

MINISTER OF HEALTH'S

Message

Throughout the financial year 2015/16, the National
Health Fund (NHF) asserted itself as a premier
institution dedicated to reducing the financial burden
of health care in Jamaica, while providing exceptional
service. Several meaningful infrastructure projects
reached various stages of implementation this year,
including the cancer treatment centres at the Cornwall
Regional and St. Joseph’s Hospitals.
Ground was broken at both locations for the cancer
treatment facilities during the year. Once completed,
these facilities will rival those found in first world
countries, and will be outfitted with the ultra-modern
Linear Accelerator (LINAC) Machines. Indeed,
this project is replete with benefits to the country,
most importantly providing the average Jamaican
with access to cancer treatment utilizing modern
technology. Effectively, the cost of modern radiation
therapy for cancer patients will be reduced, and with

other interventions, such as educational campaigns
geared towards the prevention of cancer through
lifestyle changes, there will be a positive effect on
the health sector and the economy.
I was heartened to see that NHF has continued to
make the promotion of healthy lifestyle an important
programme that remained visible throughout the
year. I was especially impressed with the promotion
of wellness initiatives for the workplace during the
year. I anticipate even greater support for health
promotion in years to come as the Ministry encourages
Jamaicans to become more active with the JAMAICA
MOVES (#JaMoves) National Campaign.
The steps taken to reduce wait times at NHFmanaged pharmacies are commendable. As we
strive to reduce waiting times at all public- health
facilities across the island, the NHF has already
demonstrated its commitment to the process and I
look forward to continued improvement in this regard
across the sector.
I expect that with the introduction of Public Private
Partnerships, which relies on the broad network
of private pharmacies to assist in the delivery of
pharmaceuticals, public patients will have greater
access to facilities through which they are able to fill
prescriptions. This will further reduce patient waiting
times.
Further reform of the health sector includes the
introduction of the National Health Insurance Scheme.
The feasibility of this initiative will be assessed with
a view to ensuring that the establishment of such
a scheme ensures financing for the Health sector is
fair and continuous. I look forward to the NHF’s
involvement in this process.
My congratulations to the Management and staff of
the NHF and the outgoing Board of Management for
the achievements during the year.
Dr. the Honourable

Christopher Tufton, MP.
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CHAIRMAN'S Statement
This year, the National Health Fund exemplified
excellence in its operation, particularly in customer
service. During the year, the NHF was re-certified
under the International Organization Standard’s
ISO9001:2008, which is awarded to organizations
that consistently meet customer and regulatory
requirements.
Additionally, the NHF won three
awards in the 2015 Public Sector Customer Service
Competition including the Prime Minister’s Award for
The Best Customer Service Entity. These accolades
underscore the quality of work that the NHF continues
to perform in order to achieve its mission to reduce
the financial burden of healthcare in Jamaica.

Congratulations to the Management and Staff on a
year well done! The achievements of the organization
are impressive and the NHF should be lauded as
an example of a public sector agency meeting and
at times exceeding the needs of its clients and
operating efficienctly.
I am pleased to chair the Board of this organization
and look forward to the years to come where we will
continue to work towards meeting customer needs
and being innovative in the execution of our duties.

The introduction of coverage for sickle cell disease
on the NHF Card Programme ensured that a large
segment of the population can now access benefits
to help treat their condition. Additionally, in the
face of a protracted global shortage, the company
took steps to procure pharmaceuticals from multiple
sources to guarantee consistent availability of Vital
Essential and Necessary drugs for the public health
sector.
Further, the NHF provided funding for several
projects aimed at modernizing public health facilities.
A total of $1.3B was approved during the year
to facilitate infrastructure development, including the
Cancer Treatment Centers at the Cornwall Regional
and St. Joseph’s Hospitals. The NHF will continue
to support the development of health projects which
are feasible and provide well-needed infrastructure
across the Island.
Given the continued increase in enrollment for the
sixteen chronic illnesses covered by NHF, health
promotion remained a central part of NHF operations
with approximately 79,500 screening tests offered
to clients across the island. This along with the
meaningful partnerships established for accelerating
healthy living are contributing to reducing the island’s
disease burden.
Christopher Zacca, CD
Chairman, Board of Management
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CEO'S OVERVIEW

of the Financial Year 2015-2016
with a view to ensuring that the highest quality of
service is maintained across all NHF programmes.
The network of Drug Serv pharmacies increased
during the year after the NHF assumed management
of the Kingston Public Hospital Pharmacy and
the Victoria Jubilee Hospital Pharmacy which was
refurbished and re-opened. This led to increased
access to pharmaceutical care for patients and a
total of 945,949 prescriptions were processed during
the year. Despite the continued global shortage of
some pharmaceuticals, the NHF remains committed
to ensuring that Vital Essential and Necessary
(VEN) drugs are available for its customers and
so signed several two-year contracts with both local
and international pharmaceutical companies for the
delivery of drugs classified as VEN.

During the financial year 2015/2016, I was
pleased to have led a team committed to excellence
in service.
This commitment to excellence was
underscored by the organization’s receipt of three
awards in the 2015 Public Sector Customer Service
Competition.
• The Prime Minister’s Trophy for The Best
Customer Service Entity
• The Most Responsive Entity
• 1st runner up for being ‘The Most Creative/
Innovative Entity
The NHF undertook and supported multiple projects
and initiatives during the year which were geared
towards the development of the health sector and
continued to impress our customers with improved
service offerings, while remaining resolute in addressing
the prevention and control of non–communicable
diseases. Safeguarding and ensuring the continuous
supply of pharmaceutical and medical sundries for
the public health sector were also central to NHF’s
operations during the year.

Our health promotion and education campaigns were
carried out in various settings and continued to be
well-received. There was significant benefit to a wide
cross-section of individuals who accessed screenings
and tests offered at NHF sponsored events islandwide.

Implementation of the long overdue Cancer Treatment
Centres for modern radiation therapy got underway
during the year with the official contract signing
followed by groundbreaking at both sites, the Cornwall
Regional Hospital and St. Joseph’s Hospital. By
year end the construction of the bunker which will
house the LINAC machine at Cornwall Regional
Hospital was virtually completed.

The NHF remains dedicated to serving the health
sector by providing opportunities for affordable
healthcare, through the provision of pharmaceuticals,
funding for the development of physical infrastructure
and education contributing to improved health
outcomes through health promotion.

Funding for the Cancer Treatment Centres and
79 other projects amounted to $1.3B. There were
67 new projects which were approved for funding
valuing $887.24M. While a further $424.34M was
disbursed to complete 13 existing projects.
We were also pleased to introduce coverage of
sickle cell disease to the NHF Card Programme
bringing the total number of diseases covered to 16.
The NHF and JADEP Card Programmes performed
relatively well recording increases in enrolment of
14% and 7.5% respectively to end the year with an
overall total of 692,295 beneficiaries. Utilization of
the NHF Card increased during the year while the
JADEP programme saw a decrease in utilization. This
prompted the NHF to undertake a review of JADEP,
Everton W. Anderson, JP.
Chief Executive Officer
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Providing

INDIVIDUAL HEALTHCARE
BENEFITS

INDIVIDUAL BENEFITS
BENEFITS
NHFCard Progamme
38%

62%

413,272
Beneficiaries.

Number of
beneficiaries
rose by

6.4%

30,071
new
beneficiaries
enrolled

14%

more
beneficiaries
enrolled this
year

7.5% growth

in new beneficiaries added
compared with enrollment in
the previous period

11,337

beneficiaries enrolled on
JADEP for the year

279,023

1,176,306 cases for NHFCard

16

Chronic Illnesses
covered

25%

Hypertension
Arthritis
Cholesterol
Diabetes

15%
14%
12%

92,226 cases added this year
Each beneficiary is enrolled
for an average of

3 illnesses
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total number of JADEP
beneficiaries

188,471

Active JADEP
beneficiaries

97.4%

60-89 years old

84.2

%

NHFCard beneficiaries are

National Health Fund

45years old and over

Annual Report 2015-2016

During the 2015/16 financial year the number of chronic
illnesses covered by the NHF increased to 16 with the addition
of sickle cell disease to the NHF Card Programme.
This
move was well received in the sickle cell community and
enrolment reached 719 beneficiaries at the end of the year.
The NHFCard Drug List was also expanded to include six new
active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) for the treatment of
three conditions, namely: asthma, hypertension and sickle cell
disease. Additionally, 89 new presentations related to existing
APIs were added to the list of benefits. Consequently, the
year ended with a total of 247 APIs covered under the NHF
Programme with over 1,400 presentations.
claims

The overall level of utilisation of the NHFCard Programme
increased during the year and there was an upward movement
of NHFCard claims activity, with claims volume increasing by
6.7% over the previous period. A total of 4,023,108 NHFCard
claims were approved and on average, 335,259 claims
were approved monthly. Recipients of benefits amounted to
400
350
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231,859 which was 5.6% more
than the previous year.
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300

Thousands

Providing Idividual Healthcare Benefits

addition of new benefits

The actual expenditure for
NHFCard Benefits amounted to
$3.914b, representing 7.9%
increase over the previous period,
and the average expenditure per
month was $326.25m. Four
conditions: hypertension, diabetes,
high cholesterol and glaucoma
accounted for 72% of the total
subsidy paid during the financial
year.

INDIVIDUAL BENEFITS ANNUAL CLAIMS
FY 2014-2015 vs 2015-2016
FY 14/15
FY 15/16

NHFCARD

JADEP
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Providing Idividual Healthcare Benefits

Further erosion of the real value
of NHFCard benefits occurred
during the period due to the
decline of the average subsidy
rate. The average subsidy
rate for the programme fell by
one percentage point to 47%
at the end of the period. This
downward trend is attributed to
increased pharmaceutical prices
as a result of the ongoing
depreciation of the Jamaican
currency. In light of this, the
NHF will be reviewing the
subsidy rates with a view to
reducing the out-of-pocket
payments for beneficiaries for
items on the NHFCard drug list.
The JADEP programme experienced a downward movement in its claims activity as well as the number
of claimants accessing benefits during the financial year. Claims volume decreased by 13.3% over the
previous year, resulting in 324,116 approved claims with the total expenditure for pharmaceuticals amounting
to $113m. The number of beneficiaries who
accessed the 73 items on the JADEP programme
during the period declined by 8%.
A total
of 46,761 persons were recipients of JADEP
We’ve extended our hours
benefits.

to serve you better!

The NHF in a thrust to provide customers with an
exceptional experience made several changes to
its Individual Benefits operations. Changes were
made at each level of customer interaction.

NHF Customer Care Department
(25 Dominica Drive, Kingston 5)

The Customer Care Centre located at the NHF’s
Head Office had its opening hours extended. The
extended opening hours was made possible due
to the introduction of the flexi-time work schedule.
This has had a positive effect on staff morale,
resulting in increased levels of productivity and
reduced levels of absenteeism.

Monday to Thursday
7:00am to 4:30pm
Friday
7:00am to 3:30pm

NHF Call Centre
Monday to Friday
7:00am to 7:00pm

These changes were complemented by the
introduction of a decentralised telephony system
which significantly increased efficiency and improved
the management of the Call Centre operations.
The system has led to a reduction in call waiting
queues as a result of the effective routing of calls
to multiple locations. Further, the new system has
improved monitoring and evaluation through the
generation of call logs and management reports.

1-876-906-1106
www.nhf.org.jm
@nhfjamaica
THE NATIONAL HEALTH FUND IS AN AGENCY OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH
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Providing Idividual Healthcare Benefits

Additionally, the Same Day Service for issuing health cards, introduced in Financial Year 2014/15 continued.

SAME DAY SERVICE

50%
20K

Help Desk Services
21,665 telephone

calls were handled

of all beneficiary cards
issued through Same Day
Service
Total number of cards
printed via this service by
year end

These improvements have enhanced customer
experience and satisfaction. The NHF will continue to
anticipate and respond to the needs of its customers
as we strive to achieve and maintain International
Standards of Customer Service.

56,775 walk-in
the volume of interactions
increased by 12.3% in
2015-2016 over that of
the previous period.

customers visited
the locations

provider network

PROVIDER RELATIONS

34

Pharmacies approved for
provider status under NHF
Programme

6

Terminated under both
NHF & JADEP
Programmes primarily due

To
ensure
that
NHF
standards of service are being
maintained, it is necessary to
have open communication with
all stakeholders. To this end,
building and maintaining strong
relations with all providers,
while offering support services
was prioritised during the
year. The Provider Relations
Department utilised various
channels to achieve this
objective including site visits,
telephone calls, newsletters
and emails.

to closure of operations.

433

NHF

268

JADEP

Participating Pharmacies Islandwide

88% 90%
NHF

The NHF in fulfilling its
mandate, sought to increase
beneficiaries’ access to NHF
participating pharmacies where
they are able to obtain drug
benefits.

JADEP

Private Pharmacies paticipating in the
programme
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HEALTHCARE INFRASTRUCTURE

Funding Healthcare Infrastructure

During financial year 2015/16, the NHF continued funding for the development of infrastructure in the
healthcare system as well as led the development of major projects in the public health system. This fiscal
year, a total of $1,311.58M was approved under the institutional benefits programme. Sixty-seven new
projects were approved for funding in the amount of $887.24M, while another $424.34M was disbursed
to complete 13 existing projects.
IB project approval

During the year, 80
projects received approval.
Approximately 25% of project
funding or $330.57M was
allocated to the South East
Regional Authority for the
implementation of eight
projects. Major projects
included the expansion of
the Maxfield Park Health
Centre and the Cardiac Unit
at the Bustamante Hospital
for Children. Nine Ministry
of Health projects valued at
$320.74 were approved,
the most notable of which
were the Vector Preparedness
& Response Management
Programme, as well as the
procurement of 10 ambulances.
Meanwhile, the North East Regional and Southern
Regional Health Authorities received $84.40M and
$68.31M respectively, for the implementation of 14
projects across both regions. The Western Regional

Health Authority projects were approved at a value
of $55M.
Non-Government Organisations (NGO) combined
with Other Government Agencies (OGA) not in
the health sector had 43 projects approved valuing
$159.96M. These projects included a vector control
programme in St. Ann, a programme designed to
eliminate the transfer of HIV/AIDS from mother to
child, as well as the Jamaican Athletes Insurance
Plan.
ministry of health special project - cancer
treatment centres

In February 2016, NHF handed over 10 ambulances
to the MOH and RHAs as well as 5 pick-ups for the
Enhanced Vector–borne Disease Programme

The Linear Accelerator (LINAC), Cancer Treatment
Centres project being spearheaded by the NHF was
granted an additional approval for $292.60M during
the year in keeping with the funding strategy for this
project, whereby approved funds are being disbursed
in tranches over three financial years. This project
is a partnership between the NHF, CHASE Fund
the Tourism Enhancement Fund (TEF) and other
donors and will see the construction of two stateof- the-art cancer treatment centres at the Cornwall
Regional and St. Joseph’s Hospitals, equipped with
LINAC machines. These machines will replace the
outdated cobalt radiation machines currently being
used in public health facilities.
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Representatives from the MOH, CHASE Fund, NHF and Varian Medical Systems at
the Contract Signing Ceremony for the two Cancer Treatment Centres.

Artist’s impression of the Cancer Treatment Centre, CRH

The project is being implemented in two phases, the first phase, which began shortly after the official
contract signing, involves the establishment of a treatment centre at the Cornwall Regional Hospital (CRH).
In November 2015, ground was broken at the site, construction began and by the end of the financial
year the bunker which will house the LINAC at CRH was nearing completion.
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Funding Healthcare Infrastructure

The award of the contract
for the establishment of the
Centres was won by Varian
Medical Systems of the
USA after evaluations, an
endorsement by the National
Contracts Committee and
approval by the Cabinet.
The contract is valued at
approximately US$14.47M
and was signed on May 05,
2015 with representatives
from all stakeholder groups
present. It requires Varian
Medical Systems to design,
manufacture, test, deliver,
install and commission
LINAC machines as well as
construct the facilities where
they will be housed. This
contract also includes the
training of personnel in the
use of the machines.

Funding Healthcare Infrastructure

The second phase of the project will see
the construction of the treatment centre
at St. Joseph’s Hospital. While the
groundbreaking for this site took place in
February 2016 there were some delays
to the start of construction, which was
then expected to begin early in the new
financial year. It is estimated that once
construction of this Centre begins that it
will be finished within 18 months.

Artist’s impression of the Cancer Treatment Centre, St. Joseph’s Hospital

The Cancer Treatment Centres project, once completed, will revolutionize the way cancer is treated in the
public health sector and the average Jamaican will have the opportunity to receive radiation treatment at a
cost that is not prohibitive and which will enable improved quality of care.

Wilford Billy Heaven (left), CEO
CHASE Fund in discussion with
from right Orett Clarke, Project
Manager, NHF and Everton
Anderson, CEO, NHF
projects developed 2015/2016

This year, the NHF and funding partners CHASE and the TEF identified several major health projects for
development along the North West Tourism Corridor. Development began on three major projects under
the North West Corridor Trauma Plan and this project, once completed will provide adequate response for
trauma services in that region.
Other infrastructure developments for the year involved NHF Projects Unit designing four select health
facilities. The designs were completed and handed over to the Regional Health Authorities to begin the
tender process. The projects designed were: Chapleton Community Hospital and Dental Clinic, Rock Hall
Health Centre, Christian Pen Health Centre and the Bath Health Centre. Other design projects that were
previously completed by the NHF Projects Unit began implementation during this fiscal year. These were
the Hagley Park Health Centre, the Linstead Hospital A&E and the Princess Margret Hospital A&E.

14

Funding Healthcare Infrastructure

Work on the Princess Margaret Hospital Accident & Emergency Department began in January 2016. It is
being built at a cost of $217 million and will be completed in January 2017.

project approval by type

Significant funding was provided to projects primarily related to the development of health care infrastructure,
these projects included new construction and/or renovation and accounted for $811.57M or 62% of funds
disbursed for the period. There were 31 projects under the Health Promotion and Prevention category
valued at $204.41 or 16% of funds disbursed. A further $132.38M was utilized for training projects.
$132.38M
10%
$42.88M
3%

APPROVAL BY TYPE (Millions)
Infrastructure

$13.45M
1%

Medical /Non- Medical
Equipment & Furniture
Health Promotion & Prevention

$40.23M
3%

Transportation

$204.41M
16%

Training
$811.57M
62%

$66.66M
5%

Research
Other
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Promoting

HEALTHY LIFESTYLE

Screening Tests

Health promotion is aimed at empowering
individuals to take control of, and
improve their health. While this is
primarily achieved through education, the
management of one’s health is dependent
on knowing ones health status. To this
end, during the year, the NHF conducted
79,598 screening tests for clients,
including tests for hypertension, diabetes,
cholesterol, haemoglobin level, body mass
index, vision and electrocardiograms.
Screening tests were performed at 74
NHF Community Health Days, 22 Schools
and 45 other screening events across the
island. Tests conducted at Community
Health Days accounted for 62% or
49,409 of all tests performed.

Scene from a Community Health Day in Kintyre, St. Andrew
January 21, 2016

The NHF School Wellness Programme was
reviewed during the year and vision and hearing tests were for the first time, offered in the primary school
setting. The NHF School Wellness Programme is a partnership between the NHF, Ministry of Health and the
Ministry of Education in support of the Health Promoting Schools Programme. The NHF seeks to enhance
children’s health and well-being by focusing on the screening for the early detection of chronic illnesses. This
year, eight primary schools benefitted from this programme and a total of 2, 014 tests were provided. At the
Secondary level, 14 high schools participated and 9,987 tests were conducted. In addition during the year
the NHF offered support to healthy lifestyle clubs in schools where screening took place and sponsorship for
other activities related to school
health.

Master Trainer at St. John Ambulance,
Linford
Edwards,
demonstrates
emergency first aid procedures during
the National Health Fund (NHF)sponsored training course conducted
at the Rousseau Primary School in St.
Andrew. The teachers received training
in first aid and asthma management
under the Health Promoting Schools
Programme.
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Promoting Healthy Lifestyle

One principal objective of the NHF Act is to “...reduce the Island’s disease burden through health promotion
and protection programmes.” NHF achieved this objective through health promotion campaign as well as
various other activities throughout the year, which reached thousands of Jamaicans across all age groups
and in various settings.

Promoting Healthy Lifestyle

On May 06, 2015, the NHF Mobile Screening Unit was launched on TVJ, at a NHF-sponsored outside
broadcast of Smile Jamaica Morning Time Programme at the National Heroes Park. Since the launch, there
has been a steady demand for the Unit at health fairs and requests were fulfilled for approximately 25
events using the mobile screening unit during the Year.

Sterling Soares, outgoing
Chairman NHF and Everton
Anderson, speak with Host
Dahlia Harris during the Launch
of the NHF Mobile Screening Unit
on TVJ Smile Jamaica Morning
Time Show.
Workplace Wellness

The NHF’s “Work-It-Out Challenge” promotes healthy
weight which has been proven to lead to a healthier
life. This year, approximately 105 participants
representing 21 companies took part in the weight
loss competition. The Challenge commenced in April
2015 and ended in October 2015; over that period
participants lost a combined 1,329 pounds, the
second highest amount since the competition began
in 2009. Of note, this year’s competition emphasized
the participation of men as part of the NHF’s 5-Star
Health for Men Programme. This programme aims
to increase the health consciousness of men. Thirtyseven men completed the competition and for the
first time, the top three individual winners were male.
Meaningful Partnerships

Another method the NHF has used to accelerate
health promotion is through meaningful partnerships.
Therefore, this year, four Memoranda of Understanding
(MOU) were signed with major groups in Jamaica.
These were Jamaica Cultural Development Commission
(JCDC), the Jamaica Constabulary Force (JCF), the
Jamaica Teachers Association (JTA) and the Jamaica
Fire Brigade. Under the MOUs, the partners have

committed to meaningful and sustained engagement in
health promotion among their members and the JCDC
has been promoting the healthy living messages in
various cultural competitions across the island.
Further collaboration through the sponsorship of
events promoting health enabled the NHF to reach its
stakeholders. Throughout the year, the Sponsorship
Evaluation Committee reviewed 215 requests, of which
128 received favourable responses. Sponsorship
support was given for health fairs, seminars, medical
conferences, as well as for participation in significant
health conferences held overseas. The NHF provided
major sponsorship for the 75th Conference of the
Medical Association of Jamaica. This event, put on
by one of NHFs major partners, continues to serve
as a platform for reaching medical doctors and other
health professionals.
Improving health literacy

Widening health literacy is essential for individuals to
make better health choices. Therefore, NHF strives to
continually provide health information that is relevant.
During the year, eight brochures were revised and
tested to ensure they met customers’ information
needs for the conditions covered by the NHF, and

18

Additionally, a digital signage system was installed which broadcasts health information across twelve public
sector (NHF) pharmacies to improve health literacy and help influence health care behaviours. The
pharmacies in which the digital signage system was introduced see a high volume of customers on a daily
basis and these persons are able to benefit from the messages broadcast over this system.
The NHF also made 44 presentations at workplaces across the island promoting healthy living as well as
the benefits available under the NHF programmes.

Observing the Health Calendar

The calendar year provided opportunities to observe
special Health Days and Health Months and to reach
customers with targeted health messages through
advertising or specially planned activities. Some of
those observed include - Physical Activity Week
in April which featured a mass aerobic session in
New Kingston and SMS messages were also sent
to NHF beneficiaries encouraging physical activity,
Prostate Cancer Awareness Month activities included
sponsorship of the Susan Show, which featured
Men’s Health and raised awareness on prostate
cancer through interviews with prostate cancer
survivors, representatives from the Jamaica Cancer
Society, an Urologist, the Minister of Health and the
CEO of the NHF. Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA)
tests were also sponsored during the month and

an advertising campaign encouraging men to check
their prostate was placed in the media. Additionally,
2,593 SMS messages were sent to male NHF card
holders between the ages of 40 and 55 years;
The NHF held a mini-health fair at the Half-Way
Tree Transport Centre to recognize Salt Awareness
Week in March. New leaflets and posters were also
developed and distributed at NHF events during that
week.
Other special health days or months that were
recognized by the NHF were Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, Epilepsy Awareness Month, Heart
Awareness Month and World Diabetes Day. On each
occasion, relevant health information was provided
through various channels including SMS messages
encouraging health checks.

19
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Promoting Healthy Lifestyle

for general healthy living. The South East Regional (SERHA) provided valuable assistance in testing the
brochures in various clinic settings.

Due to the imminent threat of the ZIKA Virus
and the likely effect on the Jamaican populace,
specifically the adverse effect on persons suffering
from chronic diseases, the NHF, in the latter part
of the year launched an advertising campaign on
radio television and online. NHF tokens, distributed
at NHF events were also imprinted with the ZIKA
prevention message. The NHF also sponsored a
jingle competition for schools which was put on by
the Ministry of Health. Additionally, over 10,000
SMS’ were sent to selected NHF beneficiaries.

Social Media

Social Media is a powerful tool which has the ability
to reach a wide cross-section of the Jamaican public.
Having recognized this, the NHF undertook a review
of its social media programme and subsequently
developed a Social Media Strategic Plan. The plan
refocuses NHF’s social media engagement with its
target audience. In this regard, a NHF Instagram
page was added during the year, which complements
the other social media pages already established.
Relevant and measurable social media tactics are
being employed to achieve the organization’s goals
in this area. For the year, over 650 messages
were posted and 3,840 persons were engaged via
Facebook.

Since the inception
of the NHF,
the beneficiary
population has
comprised
approximately
38% males and
62% females.
This trend has
led to the
introduction of
initiatives that
are specifically
targeted at
men, with
a view to
encouraging
greater
healthseeking
behaviour and promoting
a healthy lifestyle. The NHF hosted two
health fairs that
were specifically geared towards men, creating
more screening opportunities for this demographic.
The fairs were held in St. Ann’s Bay and
Savannah-la-mar with the support of the
Regional Health Authorities. Further, a webbased application was launched which facilitates
registration of men for the 5-Star programme.
Persons registered under this programme receive
health tips as well as offers for free PSA tests
during Prostate Cancer Awareness Month.

20

Promoting Healthy Lifestyle

ZIKA Education

Providing

PHARMACY SERVICES
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Providing Pharmacy Services

The provision of pharmacy services through NHF
Drug Serv pharmacy locations increases access to
affordable healthcare for thousands of Jamaicans.
During the year 945,949 prescriptions were
processed. Drug Serv Union Square again processed
the largest number of scripts, 164,430 or 17% of
the total amount filled by the Pharmacy Services
Division.

Drop
Off
Pick
Up
Service
71,818 Utilised
DOPUS
PERSONS

SCRIPTS
PROCESSED
94,609

PHARMACY
Mandeville
May Pen

88,500

Black River

51,581

Princess Margaret

56,628

Union Square

164,430

Diabetes Centre

78,789

Savanna La Mar

49,618

Glen Vincent

71,969

Greater Portmore

59,540

Santa Cruz

43,492
Sub Total

759,156

Bustamante

82,133

Port Maria

36,616

Percy Junor
Victoria Jubilee
(Commenced Reporting February 2016)
Kingston Public
(Commenced Reporting March 2016)
TOTAL

52,626

approx.

Utilising
Pharmacy
Services
OUTPATIENTS

10%

hospital ward checks

Hospital ward checks were introduced to ensure
that drugs were being stored properly as well as to
assess the inventory allotted to the wards. During
the period, ward checks were conducted at seven
hospital pharmacies and generally drugs were found
to be stored under the conditions prescribed.

5,647
9,771
945,949

Over the period, there was an average service level
of 78% delivery for Vital Essential and Necessary
(VEN) Drugs. The Drug Serv located at the
Bustamante Hospital for Children achieved a service
level of 91%.
customer
services

satisfaction

& drop

off/pickup

During the year, the NHF’s annual customer satisfaction
survey determined that 82% of respondents were
satisfied with overall quality of service provided and
76% were satisfied with the accessibility of the service.
There was a 62% satisfaction rate for the wait time
and as such several initiatives were undertaken during
the year to improve quality of service, specifically to
reduce patients’ wait time. These included ensuring
adequate staff was available at all times, especially
during peak periods. Additionally, the Drop off and
Pick up service became a favourable option for some
customers.
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Pharmacy

Waiting
Time (min)

Mandeville

164

May Pen

150

Black River

110

Princess Margaret

160

Union Square

158

Diabetes

175

Savanna-La-Mar

190

Glen Vincent

140

Greater Port more

154

Santa Cruz

82

Bustamante

69

Port Maria

108

Percy Junior

130

Victoria Jubilee

120

Kingston Public

-

Average

136

Pharmacy & inventory management system & renovation of NHF pharmacies

During fiscal year 2015/16, the implementation of the Pharmacy and Inventory Management System
(PIMS), which was started in the previous year, continued. The system was put into use at the five
remaining NHF operated locations, including those at the Victoria Jubilee and Kingston Public Hospitals
- which came under the management of the NHF in February and March 2016 respectively.
The
implementation of this system greatly enhanced the operations of the NHF Drug Serv Pharmacies as well
as the quality of customer experience. It provides real time access to inventory information across all NHF
Drug Serv facilities and reports and information to facilitate decision making. Further, there is controlled
access and security and audit trail for monitoring the access and use of the system.
Upgrading public health pharmacies remained a major focus for the NHF, as the organization strives to
provide a comfortable atmosphere for both clients and staff, while ensuring that an exceptional standard
of service is maintained. During financial year 2015/16 eight pharmacies were upgraded at a cost of
approximately $80M.
The Drug Servs located at Union Square and
Savanna-La-Mar were refurbished to provide
adequate space for the delivery of service,
includintd expansion of the waiting area at Union
Square. Similar upgrades were undertaken at the
Percy Junor Hospital Drug Serv Pharmacy.

Drug Serv Union Square BEFORE

Drug Serv Union Square AFTER

New Shelving at Drug Serv Sav-La-Mar

Further renovations were made to an additional five pharmacies and included general repairs to improve
aesthetics, installation of AC units, cupboards and other repairs which improved the safety and wellness
of users. The pharmacies whose management was undertaken by the NHF during the year were: the
Kingston Public Hospital Pharmacy, the Kingston Public Hospital Satellite Pharmacy, Victoria Jubilee Hospital
Pharmacy, Mount Salem Health Centre Pharmacy and the Cornwall Regional Hospital Pharmacy.
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Providing Pharmacy Srevices

The NHF requires that pharmacies provide a monthly report detailing any pharmacy related problems that
arose during the month, as well as the steps taken by the pharmacist to resolve same. During this fiscal
year, all pharmacies conducted clinical interventions and 4,332 drug related problems were identified, with
36.82% relating to ‘over/under dosage’ and 30.26% were drug selection problems. The resolution of these
issues resulted in 4,378 recommendations being made to prescribers to improve patient outcome and/or
quality of life as well as prevent future drug-related problems.

Providing

PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICAL
SUNDRIES

In August 2015, NHF signed multiple two-year
contracts with local and international pharmaceutical
companies to provide 576 drugs classified as Vital,
Essential and Necessary. The total value of all the
contracts was $3.84B, local pharmaceutical company
Facey Commodity Company Limited was awarded the
largest contract which was valued at approximately
$557.23M.
inventory

Inventory targets were achieved with an inventory
turnover rate of five, which met the objective of
inventory turnover rate of at least four times the
average inventory for its distribution operations; and
inventory spoilage of 0.15% of average inventory,
well below the target of ≤0.6%.
service level

During the year, the NHF received monthly
requests from over 100 Pharmacy Providers
for the supply of pharmaceuticals to treat
patients on JADEP. The JADEP list of
pharmaceuticals includes 73 items which are
used to treat nine medical conditions. The
pharmaceutical items are shipped directly to
Providers from 10 JADEP local distributors.

Average service level of critical items was 73% which
was below the target of 90%. This represents a
decline in service when compared to the previous
fiscal year where an average service level of 85%
was achieved.
The targeted average service level for the
pharmaceuticals used in the treatment of chronic
illnesses (hypertension, diabetes, asthma, mental
illness and cardiac disease) was 90%. The average
service level for the year was 75% compared to
83% in the previous year.
The decline in service level is due in part to the
unavailability or discontinuation of certain critical items
by the manufacturers, as well as delays in paying
suppliers arising from mounting receivables from the
Ministry of Health. The continued global shortage
of certain pharmaceuticals also affected the level of
service the organization was able to achieve for the
year. The NHF has reviewed the factors affecting
inadequate service levels and has implemented new
strategies which are expected to improve the service
level provided to our customers. These include:
Holistic collaboration between the MOH and NHF
to establish accurate demand forecasts for health
facilities; certain pharmaceuticals will be procured
through the Pan-American Health Organization
(PAHO) Fund; and where possible, tender awards
will be shared between two or more suppliers for
each item.
% Service level
for Critical Items
2015/2016

Critical Items
Anti-Infectives
Anti-Cancer
I.V. Fluids

>1000

orders were
processed monthly
from the four
regional health
authorities

General Pharmaceuticals
Medical Sundries
X-Ray Chemicals
X-Ray Films
Average
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Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Average

82%

81%

77%

78%

80%

62%

62%

71%

58%

63%

90%

95%

85%

91%

90%

65%

54%

74%

62%

64%

69%

62%

64%

61%

64%

68%

100%

83%

74%

81%

53%

84%

63%

66%

67%

70%

77%

74%

70%

73%
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Providing Pharmaceuticals & Medical Sundries

Pharmaceutical and medical sundries are procured
and supplied to all public health facilities. The
safe custody and proper storage of pharmaceutical
inventories is of paramount importance. The NHF
adheres to the requirements of the Pharmacy Council
of Jamaica and Goods Distribution Practices (GDP).
At present, NHF utilises over 2,000 stock keeping
units (SKUs) inclusive of items requiring storage in
both cold and chill room environments, as well as
hazardous and/or flammable items.

Providing Pharmaceuticals & Medical Sundries

% Service level
Drugs for Chronic Illnesses
2015/2016
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Average

Anti-Diabetic Agents

86%

85%

84%

87%

86%

Anti-Asthmatic Agents

85%

77%

80%

80%

81%

Cardiac Drugs
Anti-Psychotics Agents

70%
61%

88%
61%

62%
63%

69%
60%

73%
61%

Anti-Hypertensive Drugs

85%

63%

79%

69%

74%

77%

75%

74%

73%

75 %

Chronic Illnesses

Average

Pharmaceuticals and medical sundries generated annual sales of $2.96B during the reporting year,
representing an increase of 15%, when compared to sales of $2.56B in Financial Year 2014/2015.
The public sector hospitals and health departments (HHDs) accounted for 96% of sales.

2015/2016 DRUG SALES DISTRIBUTION
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
4%

CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM
18%
DRUGS USED FOR
INFECTION
13%

CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM
16%

ALIMENTARY SYSTEM
2% MISCELLEANOUS
PREPARATIONS
5%

DRUG USED IN
ANAESTHESIA
4%

ENDORINE SYSTEM
15%

NUTRITIONAL
PRODUCTS
10%
DRUG FOR MALIGNANT
DIESEASES
I.V. FLUIDS
5%
5%

DERMATOLOGICAL
EYE & EAR
PREPARATION
PREPARATIONS
2%
1%
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delivery schedule

Meanwhile, the NHF experienced success in the
adherence to the delivery schedule, achieving an
adherence rate of 96%. Each NHF customer is
scheduled to receive two deliveries monthly, with
the exception of the Drug Serv pharmacies located
in Kingston, where weekly deliveries are made.
The service of haulage contractors was utilized to
facilitate the increased inventory ordered by the
health facilities, as well as to respond to emergency
or non-scheduled deliveries. A total of 2,183
emergency orders were processed, during the period
2015/2016 which reflects an increase of 12%
compared to 1,945 emergency orders processed
during the period 2014/2015.
To ensure that only the highest quality products
are procured, the NHF utilizes the Supplier
Performance Rating System, with ‘product quality’
as one of the performance criterion. Despite
continuously striving to procure products of the

All complaints were
resolved, either by
issuing a credit note or
supplying replacement
stock of acceptable quality.
The relevant suppliers
were advised about the
complaints received and
the NHF was adequately
compensated.
There were two voluntary
recalls for the period:
Erythropoetin Alpha
Injection 4,000IU,
manufactured by Janssen
Pharmaceuticals and
Midazolam Injection
50mg/10ml manufactured
by Roche.

NHF currently manages, on behalf of the MOH,
the warehousing and distribution aspect of the
immunization
supply chain
for 18 types of
vaccines, which
contribute to
MOH Expanded
Programme on
Immunization
(EPI). NHF
total
ensures proper
of
vaccine storage,
orders for vaccines
robust cold chain
processed for government
management and
health facilities
effective stock
management.
Members of the
increase
over the
NHF team have
previous
also been trained
year
by MOH/PAHO/

Vaccine
Supplies

401

48%
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Providing Pharmaceuticals & Medical Sundries

consignments

highest standard, there
were three medical sundry
items which were returned
by customers because
they did not meet the
standards of quality of
the samples which were
submitted in the tender
exercise. Additionally, four
pharmaceutical items were
also reported as being
sub-standard.

Providing Pharmaceuticals & Medical Sundries

WHO in the use of the web based Vaccination and Supplies Stock Management (wVSSM) software and
the maintenance of an adequate logistics management information system. This allows both the MOH and
NHF to access real time information on vaccine inventory throughout the supply chain.
During the year, the NHF constructed an additional cold room, this was done to pre-empt the expected
increase in vaccines, as the MOH plans to introduce other vaccines in the near future. Furthermore, it is
imperative that proper air circulation is available for the vaccines to maintain integrity.
Support is also provided for the
HIV/STI/Tb programmes based
on a Memorandum of Agreement
with MOH and supported by
the USAID and Global Fund
Projects whereby inventories
of anti-retrovirals (ARVs),
infant formula and reagents for
testing HIV are warehoused and
distributed by NHF to public
hospitals and health departments,
specific private pharmacies and
laboratories.

Turnaround Time

1,014 ORDERS

For processing orders
ranged from 10mins. to

for the HIV Programme
were to government’s
healthfaciity

30 mins.

25.8%

HIV PROGRAMME

warehouse re-engineering
Average processing time
The NHF embarked on a review
25.8% increase
15 minutes
of the entire supply chain
when compared to last
processes of the Pharmaceutical
year’s total orders of 806
Division. One major activity
coming from this review was the
re-engineering of the warehouse
to improve infrastructure and technological systems. This modernization is also aimed at a more efficient
utilization of space which will better accommodate the increased inventories being requested by the health
facilities. Technical expertise was made available by a Mission from PAHO/WHO, who reviewed the reengineering plans and provided feedback and recommendations.

To facilitate the process, particular inventories are being temporarily warehoused at Garmex Freezone, located
in close proximity to the Pharmaceutical Division. The Garmex Freezone Warehouse was retrofitted to
ensure required standards are maintained throughout the renovation period. This involved the construction
of office spaces, application of epoxy flooring, installation of air conditioning as well as installation of fire
services. The outlay for the work on the Garmex facility was approximately $40M.
These improvements are expected to advance overall efficiency in storage and delivery of pharmaceuticals,
which will undoubtedly lead to greater satisfaction from end users.
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Service Built on Technology

NHF’s information technology services continued
improvement during the financial year. The organization
operates with a highly skilled and trained information
technology team which facilitated the implementation
of several initiatives. These initiatives resulted in
increased efficiency and effectiveness of the Fund’s
operation. The Wide Area Network (WAN) was one
such initiative and was deployed across all locations
thereby creating a core infrastructure platform which
the organization leverages in day-to-day operations.
voice over ip

beneficiary information. One major outcome of this
enhancement was the provision of same day card
services, where beneficiary cards can be printed
within approximately 15 minutes of visiting the
NHF’s Customer Care Department located at the
Head Office.
Improvements were also made to the organization’s
disaster recovery plan which now boasts a data
replication of all core systems. Further, the backup and recovery process was modified to enable all
systems access to the two-step back-up strategy
which includes back-up locally and at an off-site
location. Additionally, a schedule for periodic backup of all systems was implemented.

The WAN was used to facilitate the implementation
of the Voice over IP (VOIP) telephony system
(PBX), with
one major
System Availability
advantage
being greater
ease of
access to
all team
100.00% 99.87%
99.89%
99.88%
99.76% 99.83% 99.85% 99.92% 99.80%
members,
99.50%
99.46%
99.31%
99.27%
who can now
99.22%
99.00%
be reached
98.50%
through an
98.00%
extension,
97.50%
regardless of
97.00%
their location.
Moreover, the
Mean
Linear (Mean)
call centre
version of
the system
was introduced to the customer care and order
processing departments and has led to improved
system maintenance
communication which further enhanced the customer
service experience for NHF’s clients.
It is imperative that the systems being used are
periodically assessed to ensure all departments are
able to provide the highest quality of service. During
system enhancements
the fiscal year, there was an uptime of over 99.6%
Prior to this fiscal year, the NHF’s finances were and 99.8% across all systems and core systems
managed using two separate applications, the NHF respectively, indicating that users of any two systems
and HCL Legacy, which led to several inefficiencies experienced downtime of less than two minutes on
and duplications. Therefore, the consolidation of the any given day. Extensive upgrades of all systems
organization’s financial systems completed during the were undertaken including: the replacement of
financial year has undoubtedly, resulted in greater outdated hardware; the introduction of a centralized
efficiency in the management of the organization’s door access control system; new environmentallyfinances, specifically with the dynamic reporting friendly printing technologies were implemented in
all pharmacy locations for the printing of prescription
capabilities this new application offers.
labels and receipts; and enhanced network security
Further, system enhancements were made to the appliances at all remote locations.
beneficiary management system, which is now an
integrated system capable of managing the registration
of beneficiaries as well as managing changes to
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Dedicated Staff

The foundation of any organization is built on
the full support of all team members within the
organization. The NHF’s outstanding level of service
and continued dedication to alleviating the financial
burden of healthcare in Jamaica is directly related to
the quality of staff employed. The Human Resource
and Administration Department ensures that staff
members are trained to the highest standards and
that they are continuously provided with opportunities
for wholesome development.
staffing

At the end of financial year 2015/16, the NHF staff
complement was 380, representing a 21% increase
over the previous period, this is primarily attributed
to the NHF having undertaken the management of
various pharmacies, including those located at the
Victoria Jubilee and Kingston Public Hospitals, inclusive
of staff members. Notwithstanding the strengthening
of the NHF staff, there were nine resignations, one
medical redundancy and one abolition of post.
The organization was guided by procedures which
were developed to promote the health and safety
of all team members. These guidelines highlighted
the importance of, and the need to adhere to safe
work-place practices. These were communicated to
staff in an effort to ensure that the highest levels of
staff safety are maintained.
Meetings at various organizational levels were held
over the period to inform staff of developments
throughout the organization and also to solicit feedback
from staff regarding their issues and concerns.
communication

A communication strategy was developed and
disseminated to staff in September 2015. One
aspect of this strategy required that a schedule be
developed for the members of the Human Resource
and Training & Development team to make visits
to pharmacies island-wide to obtain feedback as
well as to address issues that the staff may have.
These visits commenced in September 2015, and
thus far this initiative has received positive feedback.
Another initiative spearheaded by the Human
Resource and Training & Development team was the
introduction of the flexi-time arrangement, which came
in response to the organization striving to provide
exceptional service to its clients. The Customer
Care Department now operates on a three-shift
system between the hours 7:00am-7:00pm. With
the implementation of the flexi-time operations in

Customer Care and in response to the diverse needs
of the organization, the ICT team also adopted a
flexi-time arrangement. These developments have
increased the quality of service the NHF is able to
provide its clients.
Staff training is conducted to facilitate the acquisition
of new skills, improve on existing skills and to
strengthen weaknesses. Well-trained staff members
are more likely to execute their functions effectively
and ultimately lead to a highly efficient team delivering
the highest quality of service, as such great emphasis
is placed on training NHF’s team members.
job rotation

Team members were invited to participate in a wide
array of job-related training sessions throughout the
year. Another aspect of training that employees
were exposed to is cross-training via the Job
Rotation Programme which was initiated on April
1, 2015. Participants were from a wide cross
section of the organization and numbered 13 in
total. The assignment was for an initial period of six
months (the period April 1, 2015 to September
30, 2015) but was extended for an additional
six months. The Divisions/Departments benefitting
from the programme were Finance and Investment,
Human Resource and Administration, Pharmaceutical,
Projects, Operations, Health Promotion and Public
Relations and Drug Serv. As a result of this
initiative the organization benefitted from employees
whose knowledge, skills and abilities were enhanced.
Additionally, the NHF in assisting the career
development of the nation’s youth, continued the
Summer Employment Programme. The Programme
commenced in May 2015 and approximately 315
tertiary and high school students were placed in
various departments across the organization as well
as at NHF-partner institutions.
NYS programme

The NHF was also able to provide work experience
to recent graduates through its participation in
the National Youth Service Graduate Experience
Programme (GWEP). Over the period September
2015 to April 2016, the NHF employed 10
individuals in this programme.
administrative activities

The activities highlighted above are underpinned by
efficient administrative management. A comprehensive
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a. Reinforcement of the ticketing system for the registering of items for Administration attention and
action;
b. Completion and implementation of the Motor Vehicle Policy;
c. Pharmacy managers were authorized to approve up to a limit of $35,000 to engage the services
of trades men in and around their area to resolve minor repair and maintenance issues;
d. NHF Recycle Project was implemented in the month of September. Recycling receptacles were
deployed to the various locations.
e. An energy audit was commissioned and completed by the Projects Unit with a view to improving
operation efficiency and reducing the organization’s impact on the environment.
Other initiatives intended to boost staff morale and satisfaction were implemented over the period. These
included the renovations to the customer service area at the NHF’s Head Office, which improved the
flow and layout of the area. The lobby area at the Pharmaceutical Division, Marcus Garvey Drive was
also transformed into a modern waiting area and a green space was created for staff to unwind and relax.
Both were undertaken by the Projects Unit. The organization remains committed to staff welfare and will
continue to implement initiatives which will improve their well-being.
Lobby area at the Pharmaceutical Division,
Marcus Garvey Drive BEFORE

Lobby area at the Pharmaceutical Division,
Marcus Garvey Drive AFTER
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review and upgrade of management processes is conducted periodically and during the review period the
following actions were effected to facilitate the efficient management of the organization:

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE MARCH 2016

The NHF team was able to maintain financial stability
and achieve a creditable financial performance for
the year ended March 31, 2016 despite challenges
arising from our mandate to assume responsibility for
the management and delivery of pharmacy services
within the public health sector and being subjected
to a severely restricted drug budget.
FINANCIAL POSITION

operations of the National Health Fund.
Other Receivables and Taxation Recoverable of
$2,903.64M is substantially comprised of Taxation
Revenue which amounted to $1,791.55M as at
March 2016 and reflects an increase of 76%
($770.84M) when compared to March 2015; this
is due mainly to outstanding revenue from National
Insurance increasing by $643.97M.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT MARCH 31, 2016
Mar. 2016 Mar. 2015
$m
$m
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
4,854.82 4,646.26
CURRENT ASSETS
Inventories
1,380.84
818.95
Accounts Receivable: Ministry of Health
3,135.35 3,222.82
Other Rec. & Taxation Recoverable
2,903.64 1,858.33
Cash, Cash Equivalent & Securities
4,963.07 4,573.61
12,382.90 10,473.71
TOTAL ASSETS
17,237.72 15,119.97
NON-CURRENT & CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade Accounts Payable
1,375.17 1,385.80
Institutional Benefits Payable
1,812.16 1,776.59
Other Payables
376.01
283.34
3,563.34 3,445.73
NET ASSETS
13,674.38 11,674.24
RESERVES:
General Fund
5,774.84 3,902.72
Trust Fund
7,724.23 7,534.95
Institutional Benefits Fund
175.31
236.57
TOTAL RESERVES
13,674.38 11,674.24

The Statement of Financial Position reflects a net
asset position of $13,674.38M, an improvement of
17% over March 2015’s $11,674.24M.
The financial position is reflecting good indicators for
liquidity with a current ratio of 4:1, and an acid test
ratio of 3:1. However, 67% of this liquidity is tied
up in receivables and collections are falling below
expectations.
MOH Trade Receivables of $3,135.35M reflects a
decrease of 2.71% ($87.47M) over the balance
as at March 2015. This is a direct result of
improved collections from the Ministry, which
essentially reflected full payment of purchases for the
2015/2016 financial year. Timely and adequate
payment from the MOH is essential to the effective

Trade Accounts Payable
of $1,375.17 represents
amounts owed to suppliers of
pharmaceuticals; this decreased
by 0.77% when compared to
March 2015.
Deferred Projects Payable
of $1,812.16M at March
2016 reflects an increase
of $35.6M when compared
to March 2015. Funding
was approved for 80 projects
valuing $1,311.58M during the
year and $1,062.92M was
disbursed. Approximately 95%
of the deferred project payable
balance as at March 2016 is
in relation to projects approved
for the Ministry of Health,
Agencies and other Government
entities.

The General Fund amounted
to $5,774.84M which
is an increase of 48%
($1,872.12M) over March
2015. During the period
$1,037.23M was transferred from General Fund to
finance Institutional Benefits projects.
The Trust Fund Reserve stood at $7,724.23M
which is a marginal increase of 3% ($189.28M)
when compared to March 2015. The increase in
Fund Reserve is substantially due to investment
income earned from Trust Fund investment over
the period plus an additional $321.03M which was
transferred to the Trust Fund during the year. Despite
having a net increase, during the year there were
encashments totaling $795.65M; $626.32M to pay
suppliers of pharmaceuticals and $169.33M to be
paid towards the Cancer Treatment Centres project.
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

As at March 2016, Total Operating Revenue amounted to $8,245.03M, reflecting an increase of 17%
($1,196.17M) when compared to March 2015. Likewise, Total Expenditure increased by 12%, moving
from $5,195.25M in March 2015 to $5,810.30M in March 2016. Overall, there was a net increase of
$581.12M (31%) in Surplus for the year.
Benefit Costs (NHF & JADEP Cards) of $4,133.16M represents 71% of Total Expenditure and is an
increase of 8% when compared to March 2015; this is due solely to increased card utilization. Public
Information expense accounts for 2% of Total Expenditure.
Administrative Costs include Staff Costs of $961.1M and other expenses of $591.01M which represent
17% and 10% respectively of Total Expenditure for 2016.
The full details of the financial operations are presented on pages 42-81.
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2008 - 09

2009 - 10 2010 - 11

$577.39
$1,394.49
$636.90
$2,608.78

2011 - 12

$896.06 $1,049.74 $1,329.37 $1,061.61
$1,391.79 $1,275.10 $1,671.99 $2,272.24
$898.10 $953.61 $1,044.82 $1,112.06
$3,185.95 $3,278.45 $4,046.18 $4,445.91

REVENUE FROM TAXATION ($m )

2007 - 08

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0 $2,105.05
0 $1,169.09
0 $3,274.14

REVENUE FROM SALE OF PHARMACEUTICALS ($m)*

$535.62
$1,186.88
$672.41
$2,394.91

2006 - 07

$2,464.00
$1,286.00
$3,750.00

$1,250.78
$2,223.12
$1,440.67
$4,914.57

2012-13

$2,749.15
$1,652.53
$4,401.68

$940.96
$2,671.64
$1,198.51
$4,811.11

2013 - 14

2015 - 16

Community Health Days
Health Fairs & Other Events Days
School Wellness Programme
Screening Tests
Public Information Cost ($m )

Number of Project Approved
Amount Approved ($m)

NHFcard
Annual Enrolment
Cumullative Enrolment
Benefits ($m)
JADEP
Annual Enrolment
Cumullative Enrolment
Benefits ($m )

37
210
0
32,944
$120.81

18,364
192,418
$258.23

17,029
209,447
$336.63

26
40
0
40,107
$122.57

21
$292.60

44
$921.79

37

77
122
1
55,861
$121.59

86
158
7
74,400
$161.65

PUBLIC INFORMATION

18
$917.31

54
81
7
43,525
$112.23

40
$723.38

14,098
223,545
$244.15

34
79
3
30,000
$109.41

41
$920.04

10,665
234,210
$152.67

35,947
32,390
26,890
29,568
212,937 245,327
272,217
301,785
$1,689.28 $2,040.68 $2,177.78 $2,588.86

INSTITUTIONAL BENEFITS

18,839
174,054
$195.04

24,768
155,215
$186.24

34
$1,148.47

40,079
176,990
$1,266.82

47,811
136,911
$708.38

INDIVIDUAL BENEFITS

38
99
3
29,520
$113.43

43
$740.85

13,038
247,248
$134.27

24,996
326,781
$3,037.56

78
122
14
51,590
$113.74

136
$2,255.81

9,628
257,141
$104.43

30,020
356,801
$3,424.35

11337
279,023
$127.06

74
148
10
81,279
$102.17
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251
22
79,598
123.44

103
81
$923.65 $1,311.58

10,545
267,686
$106.70

26,400
383,201
$3,614.52

30071
413,272
3908.61

$2,557.23 2956.56
$2,090.54 2168.62
$4,647.77 $5,125.18

$946.36 1002.19
$2,984.92 3503.55
$1,367.14 1914.72
$5,298.42 $6,420.46

2014 - 15

On April 1, 2011, the NHF assumed responsibility for the procurement, warehousing and distribution of pharmaceuticals to the public health sector and the retail
pharmacy operations of Drug Serv

Warehouse Operations
Drug Serv Pharmacies (Retail Sales)
Total Revenue From Sale of Pharmaceuticals

Tobacco Tax
Payroll Tax
5% of SCT
Total Revenue From Taxation

PARTICULARS

SUMMARY OF TEN YEARS OF PERFORMANCE
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
To the Board of Management
National Health Fund
Report on the Financial Statements
We have audited the financial statements of National Health Fund set out on pages 43 to 80 which comprise the statement
of financial position as at 31 March 2016, the statements of surplus or deficit and other comprehensive income, changes in
reserves and cash flows for the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory
information.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements
and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from
material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgement, including the assessment of the risk of material
misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditors
consider internal control relevant to the Fund’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order
to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion
on the effectiveness of the Fund’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT (CONT’D)
To the Board of Management
National Health Fund
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the Fund’s financial position as at 31 March 2016, and
of its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards and comply with the provisions of the National Health Fund Act.
Emphasis of matter
Without qualifying our opinion, we draw attention to the following:
(i)

Note 1 (d) which discloses the key findings of a Sustainability Study contracted by the Fund, which indicate
that:
•

Negative investment income is forecasted for the year 2018. This is so because the reserve at the end of
2017 coupled with the projected income for 2017 would not be sufficient to cover expenses and liabilities
in that year.

•

Unless otherwise mitigated, NHF is projected not to have enough assets or capital to back medium and
long-term future liabilities in the conduct of its routine activities.

NHF’s Board of Management has commissioned a new sustainability study to be performed during the 2016/17
financial year to facilitate a current assessment of the Fund’s financial sustainability. The study is expected to
be completed by 31 January 2017.
(ii)

Note 9 and 11 of the financial statements, which disclose at the reporting date, amounts receivable from Ministry
of Finance, Planning and the Public Service (MOFP) of $329.47 million (2015: $429.46 million) and from the
Ministry of Health (MOH) of $3,135.35 million (2015: $3,222.82 million). Of these amounts, at the reporting date
$232.65 million (2015: $232.65 million) is aged over one year for amounts due from MOFP and $2,527.63 million
(2015: $2,404.02 million) is aged over ninety (90) days in respect of amounts due from MOH. As at the date of
approval of the financial statements, no amounts have been received in respect of the past due amounts.

Chartered Accountants
.
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NATIONAL HEALTH FUND
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
31 MARCH 2016
		
			
ASSETS
NON-CURRENT ASSETS:
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Investments
Long-term receivables

Note

2016
$M

6		 250.08
7		 12.09
8
4,592.65
9
-

			
		
CURRENT ASSETS:
Inventories
10
Accounts receivable:
Ministry of Health
11
Other receivables
11
Taxation recoverable		
Securities purchased under resale agreement
12
Cash and cash equivalents
13

2015
$M
176.10
12.21
4,400.46
57.49

4,854.82

4,646.26

1,380.84

818.95

3,135.35
2,903.53
0.11
3,947.71
1,015.36

3,222.82
1,849.83
8.50
4,379.84
193.77

			

12,382.90

10,473.71

			

17,237.72

15,119.97

RESERVES AND LIABILITIES
RESERVES:
General Fund		
Trust Fund
14
Institutional Benefits Fund		
			
NON-CURRENT LIABILITY:
Institutional Benefits payable
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
Payables
Current portion of Institutional Benefits payable

5,774.84
7,724.23
175.31

3,902.72		
7,534.95
236.57

13,674.38

11,674.24

15

163.64

988.11

16
15

1,751.18
1,648.52

1,669.14
788.48

			

3,399.70

2,457.62

			

17,237.72

15,119.97

The financial statements on pages 45 to 81 were approved by the Board of Management on
by:
			
Christopher Zacca
					
Chairman						

Everton W. Anderson
Chief Executive Officer

and signed on its behalf
.

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements
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44
726.85

672.93

0.58
438.75
233.60

501.82

(171.11)

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements

being total comprehensive income

1,878.99

320.88

4,816.49

Surplus/(deficit) for the year

1.01
193.90
125.97

4,035.67
91.98
5.51
123.44
328.45
231.44

Expenses:
Individual benefits
Transaction processing costs
Enrolment costs
Institutional benefits
Institutional benefits (written-back)
Health promotion activities
Staff cost (note 17)
Administration and other expenses (note 18)

1,047.73

63.10

58.23

275.02
6,695.48

63.10

438.72

0.40
16.91
40.92

989.50

-

-

6,420.46

1,002.19
3,503.55
1,914.72

$M

Total

44

2,434.73

5,810.30

4,035.67
91.98
5.51
125.03
961.10
591.01

8,245.03

396.35

259.15
32.07
105.13

1,428.22

2,168.62
5,125.16
(1,729.90) (3,696.94)

$M

Drug Serv
Division

258.75
15.16
1.11

2,956.54
(1,967.04)

-

6,420.46
-

-

1,002.19
3,503.55
1,914.72

$M

$M

Total revenue, net of expenses

Other income:
Interest income
Foreign exchange
Other

Pharmaceutical and Drug Serv Divisions:
Operating Revenue
Cost of operating revenue

Remittances from the
Government of Jamaica:
Tobacco Tax
National Insurance
Special Consumption Tax

Pharmaceutical
Division

Head Office

General Fund

2016

663.90

-

-

663.90

(1,098.49)

1,098.49

1,311.58
(213.09)
-

-

-

663.90

1,232.18

4,385.59

3,721.22
86.73
4.08
102.17
286.35
185.04

5,617.77

319.35

310.75
6.85
1.75

-

-

-

5,298.42

946.36
2,984.92
1,367.14

$M

Head Office

-

-

-

-

$M

400.61
263.29
-

-

-

-

-

$M

Institutional
Trust Fund Benefits Fund

YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2016

-

-

$M

-

-

Drug Serv
Division

664.35

267.01

0.99
165.98
100.04

(42.92)

542.65

1.15
352.31
189.19

499.73

62.73

61.60
931.36

62.73

437.00
30.39
31.21

869.76

$M

Total

1,853.61

5,195.25

3,721.22
86.73
4.08
104.31
804.64
474.27

7,048.86

443.68

591.78

-

-

591.78

591.78

475.27
116.51
-

-

1,306.76
310.75
37.24
95.69

-

-

-

$M

Trust Fund

4,647.77
(3,341.01)

5,298.42

946.36
2,984.92
1,367.14

2015

2,557.23
2,090.54
(1,687.47) (1,653.54)

$M

Pharmaceutical
Division

General Fund

STATEMENT OF SURPLUS OR DEFICIT AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

NATIONAL HEALTH FUND

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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(820.13)

820.13

923.65
(103.52)
-

$M

Institutional
Benefits Fund

Page 4

NATIONAL HEALTH FUND
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN RESERVES
YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2016
Institutional
                                                                   General                   Trust              Benefits       
Fund
Fund
Fund
$M

$M

$M

Total
$M

BALANCE AT 1 APRIL 2014

3,564.03		 6,678.25

Surplus/(deficit) for the year

1,853.61		

591.78

Distribution to government (note 21)

( 300.00)		

-

-

Transfer to Trust Fund

( 264.92)		

264.92

-

-

Transfer to Institutional Benefits Fund

( 950.00)		

950.00

-

BALANCE AT 31 MARCH 2015

3,902.72

Surplus/(deficit) for the year

2,434.73		

Transfer to Trust Fund
Encashment from Trust Fund
Transfer to Institutional Benefits Fund
BALANCE AT 31 MARCH 2016

106.70
( 820.13)

7,534.95

( 321.03)

663.90
321.03

795.65

( 795.65)

(1,037.23)

-

.

5,774.84

7,724.23

236.57
(1,098.49)

10,348.98
1,625.26
( 300.00)

11,674.24
2,000.14

-

-

-

-

1,037.23
175.31

.

-

.

13,674.38

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements
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NATIONAL HEALTH FUND
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2016
		
			
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Surplus for the year:
General Fund		
Trust Fund		
Institutional Benefit Fund		
		
Items not affecting cash resources
Depreciation
Gain on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Amortisation
Foreign exchange gain
Interest income

2016
$M

2015
$M

2,434.73
663.90
( 1,098.49)

1,853.61
591.78
( 820.13)

2,000.14

1,625.26

46.09
0.43)
5.20
( 295.36)
( 659.76)

24.61
1.20
( 153.75)
( 786.02)

(

		
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Inventories
Receivables
Taxation recoverable
Institutional Benefits payable
Payables

1,095.88
( 561.89)
( 924.62)
8.39
35.57
100.65

( 153.23)
( 998.31)
7.97
( 508.04)
176.72

Cash used in operating activities

( 246.02)

( 763.59)

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Purchase of property, plant and equipment and
intangible assets		
Securities purchased under resale agreements
Investments (net)
Proceeds from sale of asset
Interest received

( 125.15)
439.01
71.10
0.43
673.94

( 124.76)
1,174.50
(1,013.46)
838.60

Cash provided by investing activities

1,059.33

711.30

874.88

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITY:
Distribution to government

-

( 300.00)

Cash used in financing activity

-

( 300.00)

NET DECREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Effect of translation adjustments
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

( 813.31)
8.28
193.77

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF YEAR (Note 13)

1,015.36

( 188.71)
2.22
380.26
193.77

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements
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NATIONAL HEALTH FUND
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 MARCH 2016
1.

IDENTIFICATION AND PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY:
(a)

National Health Fund (“NHF” or the “Fund”) was established by the National Health Fund Act No. 23/2003
(“NHF Act or “the Act”) of 11 December 2003, effective 1 April 2003, with a mandate to reduce the burden
on healthcare in Jamaica. On 1 March 2004, the operations of the Fund came under the responsibility of
a Board of Management appointed by the Minister of Health in accordance with the Act.
On 8 March 2011, the NHF Act was amended to allow for a transfer of the assets and liabilities of Health
Corporation Limited (HCL) to the NHF. Consequently, on 1 April 2011, the NHF assumed responsibility for
the procurement, warehousing and distribution of pharmaceuticals and medical sundries, and the retail
pharmacy operations of Drug Serv.
The head office of the Fund is situated at 25 Dominica Drive, Kingston 5, Saint Andrew, Jamaica.
Under Section 16 of the NHF Act, the income of the Fund arising under the Act is not liable to income tax,
Since 1 April 2011, the principal activities of the NHF have been to:
•

Provide prescribed health benefits to all residents, regardless of age, gender, health or economic
status;

•

Provide greater access to medical treatment and preventative care for specified diseases and
specified medical conditions;

•

Secure improvement in the productivity of residents by reducing time lost on the job that is
attributable to personal and family health care problems;

•

Reduce the Island’s disease burden through health promotion and protection programs;

•

Provide support to health services and promote and encourage the utilization of primary health
care to improve the quality of life of the Island’s population; and

•

Make pharmaceutical and medical supplies accessible and available to government-owned health
facilities.
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NATIONAL HEALTH FUND
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 MARCH 2016
1.

IDENTIFICATION AND PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY (CONT’D):
(b)

Operationally, the NHF is expected to achieve its mandate through the following programs:
(i)

(ii)

(c)

Individual Benefits – pharmaceuticals and supplies are provided to individuals to treat chronic
illnesses under two programs:
i.

NHFcard – provides a drug subsidy for Jamaican residents of all ages, to treat prescribed
chronic conditions; and

ii.

JADEP – provide drugs, free of cost to Jamaican residents, 60 years of age and older, and
to treat prescribed chronic conditions.

Institutional Benefits – Grant funding is provided for health-related projects through two programs:
i.

Health Promotion and Protection Fund – This program covers a range of health prevention
and promotional activities through private and public sector organizations; and

ii.

Health Support Fund – This program covers infrastructural development and improvement
in the public sector through the purchase of equipment, renovation and refurbishment of
facilities and construction of new facilities.

On 26 March 2013, the Council of Ministries of the Government of Jamaica at its meeting, vide Cabinet
Decision number 12/13, approved, inter alia, the following:
(i)

The creation of a new entity called “National Health Fund Pharmaceuticals”;

(ii)

The transfer of the responsibility for the management and delivery of pharmacy services from
the portfolio of the Regional Health Authorities to the portfolio of “National Health Fund
Pharmaceuticals”, with effect from 1 April 2013;

(iii)

The reallocation of funds for personal emoluments from the budget of the Regional Health
Authorities to the National Health Fund as at 1 April 2013; and

(iv)

The set-off of the liability of the Ministry of Health of $1,071.94m to the National Health Fund
as at 1 April 2011 against the amounts due to Health Corporation Limited’s shareholders on
liquidation of $1,067.71m.

On 12 June 2014, the National Health Fund Pharmaceuticals, a limited liability company was incorporated
under the Companies Act, however, the transfer of the responsibility for the management and delivery of
pharmacy services from the portfolio of the Regional Health Authorities to the portfolio of ‘National Health
Fund Pharmaceuticals’ has not been effected. However, three public sector pharmacies were taken over
and operated under NHF. They are Bustamante Hospital for Children, Percy Junor Hospital and Port Maria
Hospital. During the year two additional public sector pharmacies were taken over and operated under
NHF, namely Kingston Public Hospital and Victoria Jubliee Hospital.
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NATIONAL HEALTH FUND
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 MARCH 2016
1.

IDENTIFICATION AND PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY (CONT’D):
(c)

On 26 March 2013, the Council of Ministries of the Government of Jamaica at its meeting, vide Cabinet
Decision number 12/13, approved, inter alia, the following (cont’d):
The reallocation of funds for personal emoluments from the budget of the Regional Health Authorities
to the National Health Fund is also pending.

(d)

Sustainability Study:
The Board of Management directed that a sustainability study be conducted to assess the financial
strength of the National Health Fund. Barrian Consulting Limited (“the consultants”) was contracted in
November 2012 to carry out the study.
The Consultants were required to examine –
• The adequacy (or shortfall) of NHF’s Fund Reserves in accordance with the Terms of Reference;
• Project the remaining life of the Fund; and
• Project capital injection required for the Fund to operate into perpetuity.
The key findings of the study indicated that:
5.

Negative investment income is forecasted for the year 2018. This is so because the reserve at
the end of 2017 coupled with the projected income for 2017 would not be sufficient to cover
expenses and liabilities in that year

6.

Unless otherwise mitigated, NHF is projected not to have enough assets or capital to back medium
and long-term future liabilities in the conduct of its routine activities.

NHF’s Board of Management has commissioned a new sustainability study to be performed during the
2016/17 financial year to facilitate a current assessment of the Fund’s financial sustainability. The study
is expected to be completed by 31 January 2017.

		
2. REPORTING CURRENCY:

Items included in the financial statements of the Fund are measured using the currency of the primary economic
environment in which the Fund operates (‘the functional currency’). These financial statements are presented
in Jamaican dollars, which is considered the Fund’s functional and presentation currency. All amounts are
presented in millions of Jamaica dollars ($M) unless otherwise indicated.
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NATIONAL HEALTH FUND
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 MARCH 2016
3.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES:

The principal accounting polices applied in the preparation of these financial statements are set out below. The
policies have been consistently applied to all the years presented.
(a) Basis of preparation –
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRSs) and have been prepared under the historical cost convention as modified by the revaluation of
financial assets that are measured at revalued amounts.
The preparation of financial statements to conform to IFRSs requires the use of certain critical accounting
estimates. It also requires management to exercise its judgement in the process of applying the Fund’s
accounting policies. Although these estimates are based on management’s best knowledge of current
events and action, actual results could differ from those estimates. The areas involving a higher degree
of judgement or complexity, or areas where assumptions and estimates are significant to the financial
statements are disclosed in Note 4.
			

Amendments to published standards and interpretations that are relevant to the Fund’s operation.
Improvements to IFRS 2010-2012 and 2011-2013 cycles contain amendments to certain standards
and interpretations and are effective for accounting periods beginning on or after 1 July 2014. The
main amendments applicable to the Fund are as follows:
IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement is amended to clarify that issuing of the standard and consequential
amendments to lAS 39 and IFRS 9 did not intend to prevent entities from measuring short-term
receivables and payables that have no stated interest rate at their invoiced amounts without
discounting, if the effect of not discounting is immaterial.
IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment and IAS 38 Intangible Assets. The
standards have been amended to clarify that, at the date of revaluation:
(i)

the gross carrying amount is adjusted in a manner that is consistent with the revaluation
of the carrying amount of the asset and the accumulated depreciation (amortization) is
adjusted to equal the difference between the gross carrying amount and the carrying
amount of the asset after taking account of accumulated impairment losses or

(ii)

the accumulated depreciation (amortization) is eliminated against the gross carrying
amount of the asset.
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NATIONAL HEALTH FUND
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 MARCH 2016
3.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D):
(a) Basis of preparation (cont’d) –
Standards and amendments to published standards that are not yet effective and have not been early
adopted by the Fund
IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements, effective for accounting periods beginning on or after 1
January 2016, has been amended to clarify or state the following:


specific single disclosures that are not material do not have to be presented even if they are a
minimum requirement of a standard.



the order of notes to the financial statements is not prescribed.



line items on the statement of financial position and the statement of surplus or deficit and
other comprehensive income (OCI) should be disaggregated if this provides helpful information
to users. Line items can be aggregated if they are not material.



specific criteria is now provided for presenting subtotals on the statement of financial position
and in the statement of surplus or deficit and OCI, with additional reconciliation requirements
for the statement of surplus or deficit and OCI.

IFRS 9 ‘Financial Instruments’ (effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January
2018). The standard replaces the existing guidance in IAS 39, Financial Instruments: Recognition and
Measurement. IFRS 9 includes revised guidance on the classification and measurement of financial assets
and liabilities, including a new expected credit loss model for calculating impairment of financial assets
and the new general hedge accounting requirements. It also carries forward the guidance on recognition
and derecognition of financial instruments from IAS 39. Although the permissible measurement bases for
financial assets – amortised cost, fair value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI) and fair value
though profit or loss (FVTPL) - are similar to IAS 39, the criteria for classification into the appropriate
measurement category are significantly different. IFRS 9 replaces the ‘incurred loss’ model in IAS 39 with
an ‘expected credit loss’ model, which means that a loss event will no longer need to occur before an
impairment allowance is recognized.
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NATIONAL HEALTH FUND
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 MARCH 2016
3.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D):
(a) Basis of preparation (cont’d) –
Standards and amendments to published standards that are not yet effective and have not been early
adopted by the Fund (cont’d)
IFRS 15 ‘Revenue from Contracts with Customers’ (effective for periods beginning on or after 1
January 2018). It replaces IAS 11 Construction Contracts, IAS 18 Revenue, IFRIC 13 Customer Loyalty
Programmes, IFRIC 15 Agreements for the Construction of Real Estate, IFRIC 18 Transfer of Assets from
Customers and SIC – 31 Revenue – Barter Transactions involving Advertising Services. The new standard
applies to contracts with customers. However, it does not apply to insurance contracts, financial
instruments or lease contracts, which fall in the scope of other IFRSs. It also does not apply if two
companies in the same line of business exchange non-monetary assets to facilitate sales to other parties.
Furthermore, if a contract with a customer is partly in the scope of another IFRS, then the guidance on
separation and measurement contained in the other IFRS takes precedence.
IFRS 16, ‘Leases’, (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019). It replaces
IAS 17 Leases, IFRIC 4 Determining whether an arrangement contains a lease, SIC 15 Operating LeasesIncentives and SIC 27 Evaluating the Substance of Transactions involving the Legal Form of a Lease. The
new standard eliminates the classification by a lessee of leases as either operating or finance. Instead all
leases are treated in a similar way to finance leases in accordance with IAS 17. Leases are now recorded
in the statement of financial position by recognizing a liability for the present value of its obligation to
make future lease payments with an asset (comprised of the amount of the lease liability plus certain other
amounts) either being disclosed separately in the statement of financial position (within right-of-use assets)
or together with property, plant and equipment. The most significant effect of the new requirements will
be an increase in recognized lease assets and financial liabilities.
Management is assessing the impact, if any, of the above amendments, interpretations and new standards
on its future financial statements.
(b)

Foreign currency translation Foreign currency transactions are accounted for at the exchange rates prevailing at the dates of those
transactions.
Monetary items denominated in foreign currency are translated to Jamaican dollars using the closing
rate as at the reporting date. Non-monetary items measured at historical cost denominated in a foreign
currency are translated using the exchange rates as at the date of initial recognition.
Exchange differences arising from the settlement of transactions at rates different from those at the dates
of the transactions and unrealised foreign exchange differences on unsettled foreign currency monetary
assets and liabilities are recognised in the statement of surplus or deficit and other comprehensive
income (OCI).
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SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D):
(c)

Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets Items of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets stated at cost less accumulated depreciation/
amortisation and impairment losses. Cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the
acquisition of the asset.

(d)
		

Depreciation and amortisation Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets are depreciated and amortised on a straight-line
method, at annual rates estimated to write down the assets to their expected residual values at the end
of their expected useful lives. The depreciation/amortisation rates are as follows:

				
				
				
				
(e)

Furniture, fixtures and equipment
Motor vehicles				
Building					
Computer software			

20%/33 1/3%
20%
5%
33 1/3%

Impairment –
The carrying amount of the Fund’s assets is reviewed at each reporting date to determine whether
there is any indication of impairment. If any such indication exists, the asset’s recoverable amount is
estimated at each reporting date. An impairment loss is recognized whenever the carrying amount of an
asset or its cash-generating unit exceeds its recoverable amount. Impairment losses are recognized in
the statement of surplus or deficit.
(i)

Calculation of recoverable amount:
The recoverable amount of the Fund’s loans and receivables are calculated as the present value
of expected future cash flows, discounted at the original effective interest rate inherent in the
asset. Receivables with a short duration are not discounted.
The recoverable amount of other assets is the greater of their net fair value less cost to sell and
value in use. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their
present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time
value of money and the risks specific to the asset. For an asset that does not generate largely
independent cash inflows, the recoverable amount is determined for the cash-generating unit to
which the asset belongs.
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SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D):
(e)

Impairment (cont’d) –
(ii)

Reversals of impairment:
An impairment loss in respect of loans and receivables is reversed if the subsequent increase in
recoverable amount can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment loss
was recognized. For all other assets, an impairment loss is reversed if there has been a change
in the estimate used to determine the recoverable amount.
An impairment loss is reversed only to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount does not exceed
the carrying amount that would have been determined, net of depreciation or amortization, if no
impairment loss had been recognized.

(f)

Financial instruments A financial instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial asset in one entity and a financial
liability or equity in another entity.
Financial assets
(i)

Classification
The Fund classifies its financial assets as loans and receivables and held to maturity investments.
The classification depends on the purpose for which the financial assets were acquired.
Management determines the classification of its financial assets at initial recognition and reevaluates this designation at every reporting date.
Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments
that are not quoted in an active market. They are included in current assets, except for
maturities greater than 12 months after the reporting date. These are classified as non-current
assets. The Fund’s loans and receivables comprise receivables, securities purchased under
resale agreement and cash and cash equivalents.
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SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D):
(f)

Financial instruments (cont’d) Financial assets (cont’d)
(i)

Classification (cont’d)
Held to maturity investments
Held to maturity investments are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determined
payments and fixed maturity that the Fund has the positive intentional ability to hold to maturity.

(ii)

Recognition and Measurement
Regular purchases and sales of financial assets are recognized on the trade-date – the date on
which the Fund commits to purchase or sell the asset. Financial assets are initially recognized
at fair value plus transaction costs for all financial assets. Financial assets are derecognized
when the rights to receive cash flows from the financial assets have expired or have been
transferred and the Fund has transferred substantially all risks and rewards of ownership.
Loans and receivables and held to maturity investments are subsequently carried at amortised
cost using the effective interest method.
The estimated fair values of the Fixed Rate Accreting Notes (FRANs) are based on the present
value of future cash flows using the discount rate based on market yield on other investments
with similar maturity as the FRANs. The difference between the estimated fair value and the
amortised costs is accreted to the maturity amount over the life of the FRANs and recognised
in the statement of surplus or deficit and other comprehensive income as part of the effective
interest income on the FRANs.
The Fund assesses at each reporting date whether there is objective evidence that a financial
asset or a group of financial assets is impaired. If any such evidence exists, the cumulative
loss – measured as the difference between the acquisition cost and the current fair value, less
any impairment loss on that financial asset previously recognized the statement of surplus or
deficit and other comprehensive income. Impairment testing of trade receivables is described
in note 3(e).

Financial liabilities
The Fund’s financial liabilities are initially measured at fair value, net of transaction costs, and are
subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. At the reporting date, the
following items were classified as financial liabilities: payables and institutional benefits payable.
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SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D):
(g)

Securities purchased under resale agreements Securities purchased under resale agreement (“reverse repurchase agreements”) are transactions
whereby securities are bought with simultaneous agreements for reselling the securities on a specified
date at a specified price. Although the security is delivered to the “buyer” at the time of the transaction,
title is not actually transferred unless the counterparty fails to repurchase the securities on the date
specified.
Reverse repurchase agreements are accounted for as short-term collaterised borrowing.
The difference between the sale and repurchase considerations is recognised on an accrual basis over the
period of the transaction and is included in interest income.

(h)

Inventories Inventories, comprising pharmaceuticals and other medical supplies, are valued at the lower of weighted
average cost and net realisable value. Cost represents invoice cost plus direct inventory-related
expenses. Net realisable value is the estimate of the selling prices in the ordinary course of business,
less selling expenses.

(i)

Accounts receivable Accounts receivable are carried at original invoiced amount less provision for impairment.

(j)

Cash and cash equivalents Cash and cash equivalents are carried in the statement of financial position at cost. For the purposes of
the cash flow statement, cash and cash equivalents comprise cash at bank and in hand.

(k)

Accounts payable Trade and other payables, including provisions, are stated at amortised cost.

(l)

Employee benefits Defined contributions plan
Contributions to defined contribution pension plans are charged to the statement of surplus or deficit and
other comprehensive income in the year to which they relate.
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SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D):
(m)

Provisions -

A provision is recognised in the statement of financial position when the Fund has a legal or constructive
obligation as a result of a past event and it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be
required to settle the obligation. If the effect is material, provision are determined by discounting the
expected future cash flows at a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value
of money and, where appropriate, the risk specific to the liability.
		
(n)
Revenue recognition Revenue is recognised to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the Fund
and the revenue can be reliably measured. Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration
received, excluding discounts, rebates, and other sales taxes or duty. Specific recognition criteria are
as follows:
(i)

Remittances
Revenue is recorded on the accrual basis in respect of remittances collected by the following
entities on behalf of the Fund:
Tax Administration Jamaica
Jamaica Customs		
					
National Insurance Fund
-

(ii)

Special Consumption Tax (SCT)
Special Consumption Tax (SCT) and
Tobacco Tax
National Insurance (NIS)

Sale of goods
Revenue from the sale of goods is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or
receivable, net of returns and allowances, trade discounts and volume rebates. Revenue is
recognised when the significant risks and rewards of ownership have been transferred to the
buyer, recovery of the consideration is probable, the associated costs and possible return of
goods can be estimated reliably, and there is no continuing management involvement with the
goods.

(iii)

Interest income
Revenue is recognized as interest accrues using the effective interest rate method.
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SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D):
(o) Related parties A related party is a person or entity that is related to the entity that is preparing its financial statements
(referred to in IAS 24 Related Party Disclosures as the “reporting entity” that is “the Fund”)
(i)

(ii)

A person or a close member of that person’s family is related to the Fund if that person:
(a)

has control or joint control over the Fund;

(b)

has significant influence over the Fund; or

(c)

Is a member of the key management personnel of the Fund or of a parent of the Fund.

An entity is related to the Fund if any of the following conditions applies:
(i)

The entity and the Fund are member of the same group (which means that each parent,
subsidiary and fellow subsidiary is related to the others);

(ii)

One entity is an associate or joint venture of the other entity (or an associate or joint
venture of a member of a group of which the other entity is a member);

(iii)

Both entities are joint venture of the same third party;

(d)

One entity is a joint venture of a third entity and the other entity is an associate of the
third party;

(e)

The entity is a post-employment benefit plan established for the benefit of employees of
either the Fund or an entity related to the reporting entity;

(f)

The entity is controlled, or jointly controlled by a person identified in (a); or

(g)

A person identified in (a) (i) has significant influence over the entity or is a member of the
key management personnel of the entity (or of a parent of the entity)

A related party transaction is a transfer of resources, services or obligations between related parties,
regardless of whether a price is charged.
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SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D):
(o) Government distributions –
Distributions to the Government are recognized upon approval of the Board of Management and are taken
from the General Fund reserves.

4.

CRITICAL ACCOUNTING JUDGEMENTS AND KEY SOURCES OF ESTIMATION UNCERTAINTY
Judgements and estimates are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other factors,
including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.
(a)

Critical judgements in applying the Fund’s accounting policies In the process of applying the Fund’s accounting policies, management has not made any judgements
that it believes would cause a significant impact on the amounts recognized in the financial statements.

(b)

Key sources of estimation uncertainty The Fund makes estimates and assumptions concerning the future. The resulting accounting estimates
will, by definition, seldom equal the related actual results. The estimates and assumptions that have a
significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within
the next financial year are discussed below:
(i)

Fair value estimation
A number of assets and liabilities included in the Fund’s financial statements require
disclosure at fair value.
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an
orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. The standard requires
disclosure of fair value measurements by level using the following fair value measurement
hierarchy:
Level 1

Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.

Level 2

Inputs other than quoted prices included within level 1 that are observable
for the asset or liability, either directly (that is, as prices) or indirectly (that is,
derived from prices).

Level 3

Inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data 		
(that is, unobservable inputs).
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CRITICAL ACCOUNTING JUDGEMENTS AND KEY SOURCES OF ESTIMATION UNCERTAINTY (CONT’D):
(b)

Key sources of estimation uncertainty (cont’d) (i)

Fair value estimation (cont’d)
The Fund has no financial instruments that are carried at fair value subsequent to initial
recognition.

(ii)

Net realisable value of inventories
Estimates of net realisable value are based on the most reliable evidence available at the time
the estimates are made of the amount the inventories are expected to realise. These estimates
take into consideration fluctuations of price or cost directly relating to events occurring after
the end of the period to the extent that such events confirm conditions existing at the end of
the period.

		
Estimates of net realisable value also take into consideration the purpose for which the inventory
is held (see note 3 (h)).
(iii)

Residual value and expected useful life of property, plant and equipment
The residual value and the expected useful life of an asset are reviewed at each financial year
end, and if, expectations differ from previous estimates, the change is accounted for. The
useful life of an asset is defined in terms of the asset’s expected value in use to the Fund.

•

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT:
The Fund is exposed through its operations to the following financial risks:
i.  Credit risk
ii.  Liquidity risk
iii. Market risk
In common with all other businesses, the Fund’s activities expose it to a variety of risks that arise from its use
of financial instruments. This note describes the Fund’s objectives, policies and processes for managing those
risks to minimize potential adverse effects on the financial performance of the Fund and the methods used to
measure them.
For the period under review (2015/2016) there was no substantive change in the Fund’s exposure to financial
instrument risks, its objectives, policies and processes for managing those risks or the methods used to measure
them from previous periods unless otherwise stated in this note.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT:
(i)

Principal financial instruments
The principal financial instruments used by the Fund, from which financial instrument risk arises, are as
follows:
-

(ii)

Long-term receivables
Accounts receivable
Securities purchased under resale agreement
Investments
Cash and cash equivalents
Institutional Benefits payable
Accounts payable

Financial instruments by category
Financial assets

					

Long-term receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Securities purchased
under resale agreement
Investments
Total financial assets

Loans and receivables
2016
2015
$M
$M

Held to Maturity
2016
2015
$M
$M

1,015.36
5,473.50

57.49
193.77
4,784.31

3,947.71
-

4,379.84
-

4,592.65

4,400.46

10,436.57

9,415.41

4,592.65

4,400.46

Financial liabilities
								
									
		
							
									

-

-

Financial liabilities
at amortised cost
2016
2015
$M
$M

Accounts payable
Institutional Benefits payable

1,375.17
1,812.16

1,385.80
1,776.59

Total financial liabilities

3,187.33

3,162.39
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONT’D):
(iii)

Financial instruments not measured at fair value
The fair value of held to maturity investments and securities purchased under resale agreements are
disclosed in notes 8 and 12, respectively. The fair value is only calculated for disclosure purposes.
The fair value of cash and cash equivalents, receivables, payable and current value of institutional
benefits payable is assumed to approximate carrying value due to their short-term nature and/or ability
to effect offset of amounts.
The fair value of long-term institutional benefits payable is assumed to approximate to carrying value as
no loss on realisation or discount on settlement is anticipated.

(iv)

Financial risk factors The Board of Management of the Fund, subject to provisions of the National Health Fund Act has the
responsibility to establish a risk management framework for the general administration of the affairs
of the Fund. The Board of Management is appointed by the Minister of Health with directives for the
establishment of this framework.
Risk management policies and procedures are established to identify, evaluate and analyse the risk faced
by the Fund, to set appropriate controls, and to monitor adherence to the established standards.
The risk management policies may be affected by public policies, local laws and regulations and the
Government of Jamaica’s socio-economic policies in specified areas. The Board of Management has the
responsibility for establishing a risk management framework which incorporates these other policies.
The Board of Management also establishes policies to address market and liquidity risks on an ongoing
basis which are also monitored and reviewed regularly to reflect changes in current market conditions.
Risk management policies and systems are reviewed regularly to reflect relevant changes in the local
statutory regulations, government policies and the social and economic environment. The Fund, through
its training and management standards and procedures, aims to develop a disciplined and constructive
control environment, in which all employees understand their roles and obligation.
(i)

Credit risk Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Fund if a customer or counterparty to a financial
instrument fails to meet its contractual obligations and causes the other party to incur a financial
loss.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONT’D):
(iv)

Financial risk factors (cont’d) (i)

Credit risk (cont’d) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are placed with approved financial institutions for short-term period
and management believes that these institutions have a minimal risk of default.
Securities purchased under resale agreement
Securities purchased under resale agreement are collateralized by Government of Jamaica
securities.

		Investments
Investments are allowed primarily in secure liquid instruments and with counterparties that
the Board of Management believes do not offer any significant credit risk and in Government
of Jamaica securities. The Board of Management manages credit risk by having an investment
policy which includes written authority levels and prior approval by the Board of Management of
significant investment transactions. Based on its assessment, the Board of Management does not
expect any counterparties to fail to meet their obligations.
Revenue receivables
Amounts due from contributing Government of Jamaica departments are followed up for
collection. There is significant concentration of credit risk as approximately 90.52% (2015:87%) of
sales is generated from the Government of Jamaica’s (GOJ’s) health facilities, which represents
approximately 94.32% (2015:96%) of the trade receivables balance as at the end of the reporting
period. Receivables due from the GOJ’s health facilities are not expected to become uncollectible
within the next twelve (12) months from the end of the reporting period.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONT’D):
(iv)

Financial risk factors (cont’d) (i)

Credit risk (cont’d) Receivables that are past due but not impaired from Ministry of Health and Ministry of Finance
and Planning
2016
2015
$M
$M

Accounts receivable –
Pharmaceutical and Drug Serv Division
		 Remittances receivable in respect of taxes
and other receivables
Long-term receivables

2,527.63

2,404.02

753.43
232.65

476.56
232.65

3,513.71

3,113.23

As at 31 March 2016, receivables of $3,513.71M (2015 – $3,113.23M) were past due but not
impaired. The Ministry continues to make payments towards settling all outstanding amounts
subject to the constraints of budgetary allocations.
Other receivables
The other concentration of the Fund’s credit risk is with non-government trade receivables,
which is mitigated by regular credit evaluation of those customers with the result that the Fund’s
exposure to bad debts is not considered to be significant to the end of the reporting period.
There was no impairment allowance in the Fund’s financial assets as management has not
identified any indicators of impairment as at the end of the reporting period.
There are no off-balance sheet investments and, therefore, the maximum exposure to credit
risk, i.e., the maximum amount of loss that the Fund would suffer were all counterparties to
default at once, is represented by the total carrying amount of financial assets.
(ii)

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk, also referred to as a funding risk, is the risk that the Fund will encounter difficulty
in raising funds to meet commitments associated with financial instruments. Liquidity risk may
result from an inability to sell a financial asset quickly at or close to, its fair value. Prudent
liquidity risk management implies maintaining sufficient cash and marketable securities, and the
availability of funding through an adequate amount of committed facilities.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONT’D):
Financial risk factors (cont’d) -

(iv)

(ii)

Liquidity risk (cont’d)
Due to the nature of the business, management aims at maintaining flexibility in funding by
following up on revenue and receivables and by maintaining marketable securities and other
financial instruments.
An analysis of the contractual undiscounted cash flows of the Fund’s financial liabilities is
presented below. The analysis is provided by estimating the timing of the amounts recognised on
the statement of financial position.

				
					
		
		
		

Financial liabilities

		

Accounts payables
Institutional
Benefits payable

Within 3
Months
$M

509.88

280.98
1,146.27

		
		

Financial liabilities

		

Accounts payables
Institutional
Benefits payable

Within 3
Months
$M

Total

.

3 to 12 Over 12
Cash
Carrying			
Months Months        Outflow     amount 				
$M
$M
$M
$M

865.29

				
					
		

31 March 2016

-

1,375.17

1,375.17

1,367.54

163.64

1,812.16

1,812.16

1,877.42

163.64

3,187.33

3,187.33

31 March 2015
3 to 12
Months
$M

Over 12
Months
$M

Total

Cash
Outflow
$M

.
Carrying			
amount 				
$M

658.00

727.80

-

1,385.80

1,385.80

146.93

641.55

988.11

1,776.59

1,776.59

804.93

1,369.35

988.11

3,162.39

3,162.39
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONT’D):
(iv)

Financial risk factors (cont’d) (iii)

Market risk
Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, such as foreign exchange and interest
rates, will affect the Fund’s income or the value of its holdings of financial instruments. The
objective of market risk management is to manage and control market risk exposures within
acceptable parameters while optimising the returns on risk. Market risk exposures are measured
using sensitivity analysis. All sensitivity analysis rates under IFRS 7 included in these financial
statements are recommended by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Jamaica (ICAJ).
(i)

Foreign currency risk
Foreign currency risk is the risk that the market value of, or the cash flows from, financial
statement instruments, will fluctuate because of changes in foreign exchange rates.
Foreign currency risk arises primarily on transactions that are denominated in a currency
other than the Jamaican dollar. Such exposures comprise the monetary assets and
liabilities of the Fund that are not denominated in the functional currency of the Fund.
The principal foreign currency risks of the Fund are denominated in United States dollar
(US$).
The Fund manages foreign exchange exposure by maintaining adequate liquid resources
in intervening currencies and by managing the timing of payments of foreign currency
liabilities.

The principal foreign currency risks of the Fund, represented by a balance in the
respective currencies are as follows
				
			
2016
2015
				US$M
US$M
		
		

Cash and cash equivalents 			
Securities purchased under
resale agreement
			
Investments			
Payables			

1.75

0.44

12.59
27.03
( 8.10)

10.28
27.34
(10.81)

				
33.27
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONT’D):
Financial risk factors (cont’d) -

(iv)

Market Risk (cont’d)

(iii)
		

(i)

Foreign currency risk (cont’d)

			

The bank of Jamaica exchange rates in terms of Jamaican dollars were as follows:
					
Exchange rates
				
US$
				
31 March 2016			
		
31 March 2015			

121.36
114.49

Sensitivity analysis:
A 8% (2015: 10%) strengthening of the United States dollar against the Jamaica dollar
would have increased the surplus/decreased the deficit for the year by $323.01M (2015:
$311.99M). A 1% (2015: 1%) weakening, would have decreased the surplus/increased the
deficit by $40.38M (2015: $31.20M). This analysis assumes that all other variables, in
particular interest rates, remain constant.
				
		
(ii)

The analysis is done on the same basis as in 2015.
Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk of loss from fluctuations in future cash flows or from fair
value movements of financial instruments due to changes in market interest rates.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONT’D):
(iv)

Financial risk factors (cont’d) (iii)

Market Risk (cont’d)
(ii)

Interest rate risk (cont’d)
At the reporting date, the interest profile of the Fund’s interest bearing financial
instruments was:			
Carrying amount
2016
2015
$M
$M
Fixed rate instrument:
Financial assets

6,658.41

6,122.97

Variable rate instrument:
Financial assets

1,881.95

2,657.32

Fair value sensitivity analysis for fixed rate instruments
The Fund does not account for any fixed rate financial assets at fair value through the
statement of surplus or deficit and other comprehensive income (OCI). Therefore a change
in interest rates at the reporting date would not affect the statement of comprehensive
income.
Sensitivity analysis:
Cash flow sensitivity analysis for variable rate instruments:

			
Increase/(decrease)
In surplus
2016
2015
$M
$M
1% (2015: 2.5%) increase
1.5% (2015: 1%) decrease

18.82
(28.23)

66.43
(26.57)

The analysis assumes that all other variables, in particular, foreign currency rates remain
constant.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONT’D):
(v)

Reserve management The Fund’s objectives when managing reserves are to safeguard the Fund’s ability to continue as a
going concern, in order to meet all future liabilities and expenses to provide benefits to members of its
individual benefits.
The sustainability report prepared by Barrian Consulting Limited dated 14 May 2013, stated that the
present value of the amount of money needed to be set aside to meet all future liabilities and expenses
relating to registered individual benefit members (JADEP and NHF Card) as at 31 December 2012 is $47.9
billion.
NHF’s Board of Management has commissioned a new sustainability study to be performed during the
2016/17 financial year to facilitate an assessment of the Fund’s financial sustainability. The study is
expected to be completed by 31 January 2017.

6.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT:

Building
$M

Furniture,
Fixtures &
Office
Equipment
$M

Motor
Vehicles
$M

Total
$M

56.51
0.27
56.78
42.95
99.73

115.17
41.04
156.21
71.80
228.01

21.46
70.23
91.69
5.32
( 2.67)
94.34

193.14
111.54
304.68
120.07
( 2.67)
422.08

9.67
3.47
13.14
5.62
-

84.60
17.06
101.66
23.60
-

9.70
4.08
13.78
16.87
( 2.67)

103.97
24.61
128.58
46.09
( 2.67)

31 March 2016

18.76

125.26

27.98

172.00

Net Book Value 31 March 2016

80.97

102.75

66.36

250.08

31 March 2015

43.64

54.55

77.91

176.10

Cost 1 April 2014
Additions
31 March 2015
Additions
Disposal
31 March 2016
Depreciation 1 April 2014
Charge for the year
31 March 2015
Charge for the year
Disposal
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INTANGIBLE ASSETS:
		
			
			
Cost:
1 April 2014			
Addition			

37.92
13.22

31 March 2015			
Addition			

51.14
5.08

$M

Computer software

31 March 2016			
56.22
		
Amortisation:
1 April 2014			
37.73
Charge for the year			
1.20

8.

31 March 2015			
Charge for the year			

38.93
5.20

31 March 2016			

44.13

Net Book Value:
31 March 2016

12.09

31 March 2015

12.21

INVESTMENTS:
Held to maturity:

2016
$M

2015
$M

3,312.21
1,280.44

3,129.55
1,270.91

4,592.65

4,400.46

Government of Jamaica Bonds
8.00% - 10.625% (2015: 8.25% - 10.625%)
United States dollar bonds $27.03M (2015: $27.34M)
10% (2015: 10%) Jamaica dollar bonds

The fair value of the Government of Jamaica Bonds is $4,944.86M (2015: $4,783.04M ).
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8.

INVESTMENTS (CONT’D):
Held to maturity (cont’d):
The terms to maturity of these bonds are analysed as follows:
2016
$M
Long-term investments:
Over 5 years

9.

4,592.65

2015
$M

4,400.46

LONG-TERM RECEIVABLE:
2016
$M

2015
$M

Ministry of Finance, Planning and the Public Service
Present value adjustment

329.47
329.47

429.46
( 39.32)
390.14

Less: Current maturities
Past due maturities

96.82
232.65
329.47

100.00
232.65
332.65

-

57.49

(note 11)

This amount is receivable over a period of ten (10) years commencing with $100M in 2007/2008. Subsequent
annual payments are based on the Government of Jamaica’s budgetary provisions. The present value adjustment
amounting to $nil (2015: $39.32M) reflects the effect of the “interest -free” loan given. The discount rate applied
is based on the risk-free rate for a benchmark instrument – 10 years bonds issued by the Government of Jamaica.
For the year under review this rate was 6.75% (2015: 6.75%).
10.

INVENTORIES:

2016
$M

Pharmaceuticals and other supplies
Goods-in-transit
Less: allowance for impairment
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2015
$M

1,128.80
253.64
(
1.60)

728.74
91.81
( 1.60)

1,380.84

818.95
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11.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE:
Due from the Ministry of Health

2016
$M

Amount receivable in respect of		
Pharmaceutical and Drug Serv Division
3,135.35

2015
$M
3,222.82

The aging of the amount due from Ministry of Health at the end of the reporting date is as follows:

0-30 days
31-60 days
61-90 days
More than 90 days (past-due)
			
(b)

2016
$M

2015
$M

293.13
164.54
150.05
2,527.63

413.55
233.26
171.99
2,404.02

3,135.35

3,222.82

Other receivables at the end of the reporting date were as follows:

Remittance receivables in respect of taxes
Interest receivable
GCT recoverable
Other receivables
Other trade receivables
Current and past-due maturities of long-term
receivables (note 9)

2016
$M

2015
$M

1,791.55
78.78
335.81
229.57
138.35

1,020.71
92.96
131.44
156.90
115.17

329.47

332.65

2,903.53

1,849.83

Other receivables include $54.16M (2015: $27.70M) due from the Ministry of Health Jamaica Second HIV/STI
project.
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11.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE (CONT’D):
The aging of the remittance receivables in respect of taxes at the end of the reporting date is as follows:

0-30 days
31-60 days
61-90 days
More than 90 days (past due)
			
12.

SECURITIES PURCHASED UNDER RESALE AGREEMENTS:

Trust Fund
General Fund

2016
$M

2015
$M

748.51
100.00
150.00
793.04

437.49
53.33
53.33
476.56

1,791.55

1,020.71

2016
$M

2015
$M

3,017.26
930.45

3,048.26
1,331.58

3,947.71

4,379.84

The fair value of the underlying securities, held in respect of resale agreement, amounted to:

Trust Fund
General Fund

13.

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS:

Interest-bearing accounts
Non-interest bearing accounts
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2016
$M

2015
$M

3,187.52
960.77

3,266.52
1,409.63

4,148.29

4,676.15

2016
$M

2015
$M

1,014.30
1.06

192.97
0.80

1,015.36

193.77
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14.

TRUST FUND:
2016
$M

2015
$M

Balance at beginning of year
7,534.95
6,678.25
Foreign exchange gain
263.29
116.51
5% remittance from GOJ transferred
from general fund
321.03
264.92
Interest income
400.61
475.27
Encashment
( 795.65)
.
				
			
7,724.23
7,534.95
At the reporting date, the Trust Fund is represented by:

2016
$M

2015
$M

Investments (note 8)
4,592.65
4,400.46
Securities purchased under resale agreements (note 12)
3,017.26
3,048.26
Revenue receivables
114.32
86.23
				
			
7,724.23
7,534.95
The Board of Management made a decision to implement a reserve named the Trust Fund as part of the Fund’s
25-year strategic plan, 2005-2030. The purpose of the Trust Fund is to ensure that the Fund will:
(i)

Preserve its long-term viability, sustainability and financial independence; and

(ii)

Meet its mission and the mandate under the NHF Act by increasing subsidies and adding
benefits as the basis of a more comprehensive National Health Insurance Plan.

The Trust Fund was originally designed to be financed by an allocation of 40% of revenue, effective January
2005. All returns realised on the Trust Fund’s investments are retained in the Trust Fund. However, during the
2007/2008 financial period, the Board of Management had authorised that there should be no further transfer of
revenue to this account.
Effective 1 April 2012, the Board of Management mandated the annual transfer of 5% of the
remittance from the Government of Jamaica from the General Fund to the Trust Fund.
On 18 June 2015, the Board approved an encashment of $1.5B from the Trust Fund.
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14.

TRUST FUND (CONT’D):

During the year $795.65M was encashed and disbursed as follows:
						
						
										 2016		
		
$M
(i) Payments to Pharmaceutical suppliers
(ii) Institutional Benefits project (HSF 383 Linear accelerators
and facilities for cancer treatment project)
15.

626.32
169.33
795.65

INSTITUTIONAL BENEFITS PAYABLE:

As at the reporting date, institutional benefits committed and payable were as follows:

		

2016
$M

2015
$M

Balance at April 1
1,776.59
2,284.63
Projects approved during the year
1,311.58
923.65
Project funded by distribution to government
for the Management of Ebola threat (note 21)
150.00
Amounts disbursed during the year
(1,062.92)
( 1,478.17)
Amount written back
( 213.09)
( 103.52)
				
Balance at 31 March
1,812.16
1,776.59
Less: current portion
(1,648.52)
( 788.48)
			

163.64

988.11

The Institutional Benefits Fund (IBF) was established by a decision of the NHF Board during the financial period
2005/2006. The IBF was established to facilitate the allocation of revenue for the approval of institutional
benefits payments (see note 1 (b)(ii)). Allocation is based on the net revenue available after transfers to the Trust
Fund and all operating expenses are charged against revenue.
Institutional benefits are provided through two programmes, the Health Promotion and Protection Fund and the
Health Support Fund (see note 1 (b)(ii)).
(i)

Health Promotion and Protection Fund:
This fund provides financial grants for public and private sector projects in educational and primary care
activities for health promotion and illness prevention.

(ii)

Health Support Fund :
This fund provides financial grants for infrastructure and other development projects in the public sector
in support of the government’s national health care policy. Pan American Health Organisation (PAHO)
Essential Public Health Functions are also used as an evaluation guide.
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16.

PAYABLES:
Trade payables:
Head Office (JADEP Drugs)
Pharmaceutical and Drug Serv Divisions
Ministry of Health
Statutory deductions
Accrued incentive
Accrued vacation leave
GCT payables
Other payables and accrued charges

2016
$M

2015
$M

5.20
1,369.97
0.23
20.76
59.94
43.36
72.42
179.30

6.37
1,379.43
16.67
16.26
49.48
36.07
22.21
142.65

			

1,751.18

1,669.14

The aging of the trade payables in respect of the Pharmaceutical and Drug Serv Divisions at the end of the
reporting date is as follows:
2016
2015
$M
$M
0-30 days
31-60 days
61-90 days
More than 90 days
			

340.80
277.67
241.62
509.88

221.02
237.55
193.05
727.81

1,369.97

1,379.43

The amount due to the Ministry of Health represents the balance due from the funds remitted by the Ministry for
the procurement of pharmaceutical supplies on behalf of the Second Jamaica HIV/STI Project (see note 23); this
amount is included in the cash balances as at the reporting date.
Other payables and accrued charges include amounts accrued for pension and other staff related costs.
17.

STAFF COSTS:						

Salaries
Employer’s contributions
Other payroll costs

2016
$M

2015
$M

791.38
71.96
97.76

667.55
54.77
82.32

961.10

804.64

The number of persons employed by the Fund at the end of the year was:
						 2016		
Temporary
Permanent

139
241

2015
73
240
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18.

EXPENSES BY NATURE:
Total administration and other expenses:
Head
Office
$M

Depreciation and amortisation
Rental of building
Rental of equipment
Maintenance - building
Insurance
Professional fees
Legal fees
Board meeting expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
Refurbishing expenses
Motor vehicle expenses
Repairs & maintenance - equipment, fixtures &
furniture
Other administrative costs
Postage and courier
Information Technology Expense
Printing, stationery and office supplies
Temporary staff salary
Audit fees
Summer employment programme
GOJ Health card project
Staff welfare
Staff training
Security
Dues, subscription and donations
Board fees
Utilities
Local travel
Cleaning & sanitation
Telephone and fax expenses
Pension Fund Management Fees
Bank Processing Fees

Drug
Pharmac
Serv
eutical
Division Division
$M
$M

2016
$M

2015
$M

21.43
18.16
30.60
3.66
8.98
2.90
3.44
2.20

12.62
8.85
0.08
16.67
4.54
2.40
3.40
-

17.24
4.20
0.93
2.62
1.84
2.65
10.28
-

51.29
31.21
1.01
49.89
10.04
14.03
2.90
3.44
13.68
2.20

25.81
24.49
0.91
40.21
7.77
(9.49)
(8.81)
5.05
0.15
29.89
1.81

13.15
11.51
0.91
22.65
15.90
2.23
15.55
30.31
1.14
9.46
0.93
0.23
0.92
0.76
13.38
1.04

4.31
0.10
0.47
8.08
3.70
1.83
1.45
2.38
15.51
0.12
19.20
4.19
3.87
5.45
0.45
6.30

11.71
0.95
1.62
14.74
103.58
3.33
1.30
2.81
22.11
5.46
6.77
2.89
8.90
1.51
6.16

29.17
12.56
3.00
22.65
38.72
107.28
7.39
15.55
30.31
3.89
14.65
38.55
0.35
0.92
24.66
11.72
6.76
27.73
1.96
13.50

32.65
6.80
2.48
17.59
37.00
70.98
7.00
15.87
30.74
2.20
13.77
39.22
0.60
1.31
30.23
10.13
3.61
21.24
13.06

231.44

125.97

233.60

591.01

474.27
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19.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS:
The Board of Management operates a contributory pension scheme which became effective 1 November 2011, for
all employees who have satisfied certain minimum service requirements. The scheme is a defined contribution
plan and is administered by Prime Asset Management Limited.
Contributions made during the year amounted to $37.80M (2015: $35.71M).

20.

RELATED PARTY BALANCES AND TRANSACTIONS:
(a)

Surplus/(deficit) for the year includes the income earned from , and expenses incurred in
transactions with related parties, as follows:
2016
2015
$M
$M
Remittances in respect of share of taxes
Operating revenue - Pharmaceutical Division
- Drug Serv Division
Ministry of Health - HIV Management project
Interest income on investments in GOJ securities
Institutional benefits expensed relating to various
GOJ health related projects

(b)

Key management compensation –

6,420.46
2,837.66
1,801.32
38.80
128.09

5,298.42
2,433.91
1,687.35
16.11
127.25

(1,311.58)

(1,073.65)

					

Key management personnel are those persons having authority and responsibility for planning, directing
and controlling the activities of the Fund, directly or indirectly, including any Director. The Board of
Management and ten senior executives of the Fund are its “key management” personnel. Compensation
for such persons was as follows:

Board of Management and Executives Emoluments:Fees (note 18)
Management remuneration (Included in staff costs)
Other key management personnel - short-term
employee benefits (Included in staff costs)
Board meeting expenses
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2016
$M

2015
$M

0.92
57.11

1.31
57.01

38.97
3.44
100.44

22.47
5.05
85.84
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20.

RELATED PARTY BALANCES AND TRANSACTIONS (CONT’D):
(c)

Year-end balances arising from transactions with related parties

Investments in GOJ securities
Amount due from Ministry of Health (see note 11)
Remittance receivable in respect of share of taxes
from Tax Administration Jamaica, Jamaica Customs
and National Insurance Fund
Payable (statutory deductions)
Institutional Benefits payable to Ministry of Health
(for health related projects)
Amount due from Ministry of Finance, Planning and the
Public Service (see note 9)
Amount due to Ministry of Health (see note 16)

21.

2016
$M

2015
$M

4,592.65
3,135.35

4,400.46
3,222.82

1,791.55
20.76

1,020.71
16.26

1,801.17

1,730.08

329.47
0.23

429.46
16.67

GOVERNMENT DISTRIBUTION:
At a meeting of the Board of Management held on 9 October 2014, an amount of $300 million was approved for
distribution from the General Fund Reserves to the Government of Jamaica to manage the Chikungunya outbreak
and to manage the threat of Ebola. The allocation of the funds were as follows:

								
Chikungunya outbreak
Management of Ebola Threat

$M
150
150

300
The portion allocated to manage the threat of Ebola was transferred to the Institutional Benefits Payable at
year end.
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22.

LEASE COMMITMENTS:
Rentals are payable by the Fund under operating lease agreements as follows:

		
Within 12 months
Subsequent years
		
23.

2016
$M

2015
$M

43.18
32.16

43.95				
24.31

75.34

68.26

MINISTRY OF HEALTH - JAMAICA SECOND HIV/STI PROJECT:
Health Corporation Limited had a contractual arrangement with the Ministry of Health (MOH) (acting through
the Project Coordination Unit of the Jamaica Second HIV/STI Project), for the procurement, transportation and
storage of drugs and other medical supplies. This contractual arrangement was assumed by National Health Fund
upon the transfer of assets and liabilities and operations of Health Corporation Limited. The agreement was
scheduled to continue for the duration of the project to 30 November 2012, or as extended based on further
arrangements.
At the reporting date the project was not yet closed.
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EMOLUMENT PACKAGE FOR EXECUTIVES
(Expressed In Jamaican Dollars)
STANDARDIZED REPORTING FOR DIRECTORS AND SENIOR EXECUTIVES FOR INCLUSION IN
ANNUAL REPORTS
DIRECTORS COMPENSATION 2015/2016

Position of
Director

Fees
($m)

Board Members
(all)
Committee (7)

922,000.00
989,710.00

Motor Vehicle
Upkeep/Travelling
or
Value of
Assignment of
Motor Vehicle
($m)

Honoraria
($m)

All Other
Compensation
including NonCash Benefits as
applicable
($m)

Total
($m)

922,000.00
297,294.00

1,287,004.00

Meeting Cost

2,136,061.42

2,136,061.42

Board Retreat
Other

Notes
1. Where a non-cash benefit is received (e.g. government housing), the value of that benefit shall be quantified
and stated in the appropriate column above.
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CHAIRMAN
DIRECTOR 1
DIRECTOR 2
DIRECTOR 3
DIRECTOR 4
DIRECTOR 5
DIRECTOR 6
DIRECTOR 7
CO-OPTED MEMBER 1
CO-OPTED MEMBER 2
CO-OPTED MEMBER 3
CO-OPTED MEMBER 4
CO-OPTED MEMBER 5
CO-OPTED MEMBER 6
Stipend for secretary -audit
committee
Employer Statutory
Mileage/Travelling
Meeting Cost

Directors/Co-opted Members

922,000.00

8,500.00

208,000.00
93,500.00
110,500.00
102,000.00
76,500.00
93,500.00
110,500.00
110,500.00
8,500.00

Board Fees
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989,710.00

100,400.00
33,810.00

119,000.00
45,500.00
112,000.00
28,000.00
126,000.00
99,500.00
133,000.00
73,500.00
10,500.00
10,500.00
14,000.00
7,000.00
52,500.00
24,500.00

Committee Fees

297,294.00

25,850.00
29,892.00
160,552.00

81,000.00

M/V Mileage

BOARD OF DIRECTORS APRIL 2015 - MARCH 2016

2,136,061.42
2,136,061.42

Others
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100,400.00
33,810.00
2,136,061.42
4,345,065.42

327,000.00
139,000.00
303,500.00
130,000.00
202,500.00
218,850.00
273,392.00
344,552.00
19,000.00
10,500.00
14,000.00
7,000.00
52,500.00
33,000.00

Total Gross Paid to
Members

STANDARDIZED REPORTING FOR DIRECTORS AND SENIOR EXECUTIVES FOR INCLUSION IN ANNUAL REPORTS
SENIOR EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION 2015/2016

CEO

2015/2016

8,928,000.00 10,262,556.49

609,828.00

0.00

Other
Allowances**
(Retro Salary,
Security
allowance, one
off payment
& Lunch
Allowance)
($m
598,167.01

SNR VP
FINANCE
SNR VP MIS

2015/2016

6,519,428.77

931,385.97

1,219,656.00

651,942.88

102,000.01

9,424,413.63

2015/2016

6,519,428.77

913,401.33

1,219,656.00

651,942.88

102,000.01

9,406,428.99

VP
2015/2016
OPERATIONS
Chief Internal
2015/2016
Audit
VP
2015/2016
Pharmaceutical

5,480,993.04

771,446.33

1,219,656.00

548,099.30

102,000.01

8,122,194.68

4,819,586.04

677,642.81

1,219,656.00

240,979.30

102,000.01

7,059,864.16

5,611,501.23

814,948.96

1,219,656.00

561,150.12

281,315.64

8,488,571.95

VP HR

2015/2016

5,480,993.04

2,124,522.18

1,219,656.00

0.00

99,916.68

8,925,087.90

VP Drug Serv

2015/2016

3,653,995.34

753,043.73

813,104.00

365,399.53

76,333.33

5,661,875.93

Procurement

2015/2016

5,048,000.02

3,802,216.18

1,219,656.00

0.00

102,000.01

10,171,872.21

Project

2014/2015

5,048,000.02

2,049,860.02

1,219,656.00

0.00

102,000.01

8,419,516.05

Position of
Senior
Executive

Year

Salary
($m)

Gratuity &
Performance
Incentive,
($m)

Travelling
Pension
Allowance
or
or
Other
Value of
Retirement
Assignment of
Benefits
Motor Vehicle
($m)
($m)

NonCash
Benefits
($m)

Total
($m)

20,398,551.50

** Other Allowances represents retro salaries, one off payment, lunch allowance & security allowance for 2014/2015
period
Notes
1. Where contractual obligations and allowances are stated in a foreign currency, the sum in that stated currency
must be clearly provided and not the Jamaican equivalent.
2. Other Allowances (including laundry, entertainment, housing, utility, etc.)
3. Where a non-cash benefit is received (e.g. government housing), the value of that benefit shall be quantified
and stated in the appropriate column above.
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BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

Sub-Committees

Finance, Operations & Institutional Benefits

Medical Review & Research

Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Paul Hanworth – Chairperson
Paul Lowe
Steven Sykes
Christopher Zacca – Ex-Officio
Everton Anderson - CEO

Dr. Shane Alexis – Chairperson
Mrs. Juliet Kossally-Chang
Ms. Lyndsey McDonnough
Mr. Christopher Zacca – Ex-Officio
Mr. Everton Anderson - CEO

Audit, Governance & Human Resource

National Health Insurance Plan

Mrs. Cecile Watson – Chairperson
Mrs. Juliet Kossally-Chang
Mr. Dameon McNally – Co-opted Committee Member
Mr. Christopher Zacca – Ex-Officio

Mr. Christopher Zacca - Chairperson
Mr. Paul Hanworth
Mr. Everton Anderson - CEO

Public Private Partnership (pharmaceutical distribution)

Brian George - Chairperson
Mr. Steven Sykes
Ms. Lyndsey McDonnough
Mr. Christopher Zacca – Ex-Officio
Mr. Everton Anderson - CEO
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